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The problem of water flow tiirough porous media into 
subsurface drains is analyzed according to Darcy's law and the 
law of conservation of fluid matter. A combination of these 
lavs which are statements of the physical state of fluid energy 
and mass, respectively, results in Laplace's equation for flow 
through a porous material. Rigid solutions to Laplace's equa-
tion require that thr» boundary surrounding any region under 
investigation is totally defined. These Boundaries and the 
enclosed flow region are usually simplified into "an idealized 
flow system". An idealized subsurface drainage system may be 
considered as a system of parallel and equally spaced drains 
which are located in a totally saturated, homogeneous, and 
isotropic soil resting on a horizontal, impervious stratum. 
The flow through.this systori is at a steady rate. The amount 
of water supplied to the surface of the soil cither through 
rainfall or irrigation is equal to the drain discharge. 
Even with these simplified flow conditions, however, 
any mathematical analysis is extremely complex; indeed, so 
1. Engelund, Frank. 1957. Part 2, Chap. 2: Theory of Land 
Drainage. Drainage of Agricultural Lands. Pago 113. 
Agronomy monograph VII. Anorican Soc. of Agron., Madison, 
Wisconsin. 
2 
complex that the drain is usually assumed to be a point 
sink.2>3?'">-> If the drain has been considered a point sink, 
a drain of finite size and shape is usually estimated from 
the resulting flov pattern. The assumption of a point sink 
may be absurd if the geometry of a drainago problem is such 
that the actual drain occupies a relatively large portion of 
the drainage region. The usual case, however, is for the 
drain to occupy only a small part of the total drainage 
region, and the assumption that the drain is a point sink may 
lead only to minor flow discrepancies near an actual drain and 
may even be a desirable innovation for expressing a drainago 
problem in totality. 
In his paper, "Flov/ of V/ater into Drain Tubes in Soil 
Overlying an Impervious Layer"y Kirkham considers that the 
drains are full, totally pervious to water r.iovcmont, and under 
negligible back pressure so that the periphery of the drain 
2. Engelund, Frank. 1951. Mathematical Discussion of 
Drainage Problems. Trans. Danisn Acad. Tech. Sci. 8l:l-61+, 
3. van Desmter, J. J. 1950. Bijdragon tot do kennls van 
enige natuurkundige grootheden van do ^rond. XI. 
Theoretische on numericke behandeling van ontwatering-en 
infiltratie-stromingsproblemen. Versl. Landb. Ond. 56, 
No. 7. Staatsdrukkerij,. The Hague. 
k, Gustaffson, Y. 19Ii6. Untersuchungen liber Stromungs-
voraaltnisse in gedrantom Boden. Acta, Agr. Suocana 2: 
1-157. 
5, Vedernikov, V. V. 1939. Sur la the'oric du drainage. 
Comptes Rendus (Doklady). Acad. Sci. 1'USSR Moscow 23: 
335-337. 
3 
then is at a constant potential.6 In a later publication, 
however, Kirkham describes his previous solution to the flow 
of water into drain tubes as approximate.? It is approximate 
because the equation for the potential function docs not givo 
a constant value at every point along the periphery of a full 
drain unless the radius of that drain is infinitosimally 
small, i.e., a point sink. 
With the drain as a point sink, an infinite potential 
and velocity of flow must occur at the drain periphery, V/ith 
a realistic drain, however, the boundary condition may be 
simply, but inperiectly stated. Such arc the theoretical 
considerations which warrant uie proposed study of water flow 
patterns near subsurface drains. 
In this study, moans other than rigid mathematical 
analyses arc usod to so?.vo the Laplacian type of equation for 
a drainage region with (a) a finite sized drain running full 
and (b) a drain running only partially full. Solutions of 
Laplace's enuatinn give flov/ nets in which flov; lines from 
the surface to the drain are orthogonal projections to lines 
of equal hydraulic potential or head callod eraipotentials. 
The drain discharge can bo .calculated directly from tho re-
sulting flow nets. 
6. Kirkhan, Don. 191+9. Flow of Ponded Water into Di'ain Tubes 
in Soil Overlying an Iirpervious Layer. Trrns. Amor icon 
Geo. Union 30:369-385. 
7. Kirkham, Don. 1957. Part 3, Chap. 2: The Theory of Land 
Drainage. Drainage of Agricultural Lands. Page 1M-7. Agronomy 
monograph VII. American Soc. of Agron., Kadlson, Wisconsin. 
k 
Mathematical solutions of Laplace's equation aro not 
tractable when the drainago region includes a drain of finite 
radius which has a constant potential value around its 
periphery.8 The geometry of the flow region becorcs immensely 
more complicated whon the hydraulic potential at every point 
around the periphery is different. This happens when a drain 
is flov/ing nearly empty. 
Other methods of finding a solution to Laplace's 
equation for the flov/ of water through porous media are 
(a) direct hydraulic hoad measurements in a physical model or 
its prototype, (b) numerical approximations, and (c) electrical 
analogies. 
The hydraulic head at any point in a porous region is 
the height to v/hich v/ater will stand in a manometer tube 
originating at the point in question. This height is commonly 
called the piezometric head because its components are pressure 
and position alone. Some of the disadvantages of making direct 
measurements are the natural heterogeneity of most porous 
masses, varying hydraulic conductivity rates, and the large 
amount of labor required either to construct a model which may 
turn out to be highly inflexible or to make field measurements 
under usually variable weather and soil conditions. 
8. Kirkham, Don. 1957. Part 3, Chap. 2: The Theory of Land 
Drainage. Drainage of Agricultural Lands. Pago lk7» 
Agronomy monograph VII. American Soc. of Agron., Madison, 
Wisconsin. 
5 
Numerical approximation is a method of succossivo 
integration in which the known boundary conditions surrounding 
a porous medium are established. Selected unknown points in 
the interior of the porous medium are then relaxed in a trial 
and error fashion until they arc rectified with the boundary 
conditions. The primary disadvantage of numerical approxima-
tions is the large amount of time which is required to 
methodically balance the unknown points. This disadvantage is 
compounded as a solution becomes better because more points 
need to he balanced. 
Potential patterns applying to water flow through 
porous media can be related equally well to electrical fields 
because of the analogy which can --c drawn between Darcy's 
and Ohm's laws. These lav/s state that the flow of either 
substance, water or electricity, is proportional to a driving 
force, hydraulic head or electrical potential gradients, and 
to some physical characterization of the flov/ medium. The 
disadvantage to an electrical analogue lies in the construction 
of the model. Once the mechanical difficulties arc overcome, 
however, potential measurements can be made readily. 
The primary object of the study of water flow patterns 
near subsurface drains is to determine what effect the lov/ering 
of the water level in the drain has upon inflov to the drain. 
If the drain is small in comparison to the surrounding drainage 
rogion, any subsequent change within the drain itself is like-
wise relatively small. Since such changes are conducivo to 
6 
much error, each of the alternative methods for solving 
Laplace's drainage oquation are used to check the results of 
the other. Because of the unique characteristics of each 
method of analysis, however, this study yields other factual 
information concerning (a) the validity of approximate solu-
tions for drainage problems v/ith finite sized subsurface drains 
running full, (b) the applicability of flow equations, notably 
Darcy's lav/, to flow along a surface of seepage, (c) the 
effect of flov/ convergence in a three dimensional case upon 
drain discharge, and (d) the effect of scaling part of a 
circumferential drain opening. 
JUSTIFICATION. For the past two decades, much has 
been written about the flov/ of v/ater through idealized porous 
media into drains placed within that media.9 Little has been 
done, however, to render this material into practical recom-
mendations for subsurface drainage design. Although our 
knowledge of the basic principles of drainage have seemingly 
crystallized, the design of tile systems is still based upon 
an empirically defined drainage coefficient. The drainage 
coefficient is the amount of v/ater in inches over an entire 
drainage area which a full flowing drain can remove in 2k 
hours. Its use for determining tile sizes is generally not 
based upon any consideration of soil permeability, tilo 
9. Luthin, James N., editor. 1957. Drainage of Agricultural 
Lands. Agronomy monograph VII. American Soc, of Agron., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 
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spacing, deep seepage, or of the agricultural crops which are 
to be benefited. Although our design standards may not be 
greatly in error, the design capacity of a tile system, like 
any other hydraulic system, should be based upon the factors 
which control the flow of v/ater toward the drains.10 Many 
theories of subsurface drainage have been proposed in recent 
years. A rational approach to drainage design has not been 
developed because these theories evidently apply to drainage 
conditions which arc unlike those encountered on agricultural 
land. 
An idealized flov/ medium is one in which the porous 
material is isotropic and homogeneous throughout. A natural 
soil may be very unlike an idealized medium. The unlike or 
heterogeneous factors v/ithin a soil nay also be the principal 
factors which control the flov,1 uf v/ater to subsurface drains. 
Perhaps no theory can encompass tho gross variabilities v/ithin 
a drainage region such as those shown in Figure 1. Certainly, 
any theories which are based upon idealized flow conditions 
cannot resolve tho effects in tho soil of structural cracks, 
roots, and holes caused either by plants or animals upon drain 
discharge. 
10. Edminstor, T. W., and G. 0. Schwab. 1957. Part 3, 
Chap. 3: Engineering Aspects of Land Drainage. Drainage 
of Agricultural Lands. rage 385. Agronomy monograph 
VII. American Soc, o? Agron., J'adison, Wisconsin* 
8 
In addition to an isotropic and homogeneous medium, 
an idealized flow system contains a drain which is either 
tacitly or explicitly assumed ;o be a point sin!:. This 
unlikeness to the size and shape of an actual, drain is chosen, 
however, to simplify the uoundary conditions for mathematical 
solution. It is not the result of any failure to understand 
its geometric properties. 
Figure 1. Soil profile above and ..'round a removed tile drain. 
Courtesy l.r. G. 0. Schwab.H 
V/ith regard to a rational approach to drainage design, 
relatively little can be -lone to evaluate the water conducting 
properties of tho many soil dissimilarities within c natural 
11. Professor, Agricultural Engineering Department. The 
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. 
9 
drainage region. The other physical port of a subsurface 
drainage system, the drain, can be evaluated bettor because 
it can be described in simple geometrical terms. From an 
engineering standpoint, the problem of drain function and 
design is of higher order of importance than the drninabitity 
of a soil because the drain, the drrin system, and tho elosely 
surrounding soil material can be altered with every installa-
tion. All of the discharge from a drain must pass through 
tne soil immediately surrounding the drain. Also, the major 
portion of the available hydraulic head will be dissipated in 
the soil near the drain or at tho openings into the drain. 
More coiplote information is needed r^gvrding th<= direction 
and velocity of water flow through coils especially near the 
drains.12 A study of water '"low patterns near •finite drains 
is desirabl", not only because the. drain has hrn>.\ 1 r i erfoctly 
described as a po'nt sink, but because the results from such 
a study may help Torn the basis for ret tonal dosign of 
drainage systems. 
EACKGr.OUiro.^Dr-dlnorc is Ihr rmoval of excess sub-
surface water usually by underground conduits. On agricultural 
land, tl ' p'ii-jry purpose of subsurfacr drainage is to increase 
the productivity of the Tend for crops. 
12. Christiansen, J. E. 19^3. Groundwater Studies in 
Relation to Dri-i-vagc. Agr. Eng. 2^:339. 
The hisuory of drainage dat^s back to ancient times. 
During the rnlgn of tho Egyptian Phnrochs, ceramic tile, 
marble tir*es and bamboo lengths ve^e used for drainage ?nd 
irrigation. Renaissance farmers a-d early American settlors 
used 'IOIIOW logs an? even carefully piled logs as underground 
passageways for water. It wasn't until 18359 however, that 
the first agricultural tile were laid in the United States. 
These wore horseshoe-shaped, fire-clay tile handmade by John 
Johnston ''ho was thereafter known as "tho father of tile 
drainage". The first tile manufacturing machine was imported 
from England in 18^8; and 10 ycrrs later, 856 acres in Central 
Park of New York City were tile drained.^ By the 1890's, 
mechanization of tho ditching operation for the installation 
of tile had begun. 
The theoretical break-through in drainage began, for 
all purposes, with the classical experiment of water flow 
through filter bods which was performed by Darcy in 1856. 
Since that ti»~e many theories which aro based in part on 
Darcy's lav/ Vave been advanced about the flov/ of water through 
porous media with set boundary restraints. 
13. Ayroc, Q. C. and Daniel Scoatcs. 1939. Land Drainago 
and Reclamation. Chap. 1, p. k, McGraw-Hill, New York. 
Ik* Darcy, Henry. 1856. Les fontaines publique do la viUe de 
Dijon. Dalrront, Tar is. 
11 
The drain is the recipient of excess soil moisture 
which is released by the soil. The removal of water is 
faster and rore complete near tho drain, and a more or less 
elliptical-shaped v/ater table is usually formed betv/een 
adjacent drains. The draw-down rate of the v/ater table is 
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Figure 2, The draw-down of the v/ator table in a clay loam 
soil above a 6 inch tile after a 2.6 inch rainfall. 
Courtesy Agricultural Engineering Department, 
University of Illinois. 
v/ator table, or more oxplicitly, the surface within the soil 
medium having a pressure equal to that of the atmosphere, v/as 
determined from the moasured water level in vertical open holes 
drilled into the ground. 
If a downward coi ponent of flov/ exists, however, the 
hole becomes a better passageway for v/ater movement than the 
surrounding soil. As a result, the v/ater level in the open 
hole becomes depressed in comparison to the level of tho 
v/ater table that would have existed without tho hole. Since 
tho v/ator level in the holes near or above the drain must be 
effected by a relatively strong downward gradient, not much 
is learned from experiments such as this about v/ator movement 
near a drain. 
More exacting information about tho flow regime near 
the drain has boon established however. In 19̂ +5? Childs 
demonstrated with an oloctrical analogue that the shape of 
the v/ater table is changed somewhat when tho v/ater level in 
a drain is lowered.15 The top of the water table between 
adjacent drains was lowered about the same distance as the 
v/ater surface in tho drain. The electrical model was small, 
and since it represented an entire drainage region, the drain 
itself would be far too small to study the v/ater flow patterns 
around it in detail. Later, Kirkham calculated the effect of 
flow convergence toward difforent spacings between a foot-long, 
6 inch tile placed four feet deep in an idealized flov; medium.1° 
It was found that 1/16, 1/8, and l A inch circumferential 
openings A/ill increase the drain discharge by approximately 10, 
15. Childs, E. C. 191H5. The Water Table, Equipotontials and 
Streamlines in Drained Land. II, Soil Sci. 59:320. 
16. Kirkham, Don. 1950. Potential Flow into Circumferential 
Openings in Drain-Tubes. Jour. Appl. Phys. 21:655-660, 
13 
22, and 36 percent, respectively, over an 1/32 inch opening. 
Tho results of this experiment have not as yot been adapted to 
practical flov/ situations. 
After briefly discussing the theory of v/ator movement 
tlirough porous media in the next chapter, tho problem of water 
flow near subsurface drains is attacked independently by each 
of three methods for solving Laplace's equation; namely, direct, 
hydraulic head measurements from a physical model, numerical 
approximation, and an electrical analogy. The results of these 
separate methods are then combined in the final chapter. A list 
of terms is given in Appendix A for the reader's convenience. 
Ik 
CHAPTER II 
THEORY OF WATER FLOW THROUGH POROUS kEDIA 
A porous medium through which drainage v/ater may flow 
is a series of interconnected channels. If a free boundary 
exists as is pre-eminently the case with agricultural drainage, 
flow occurs due to gravity. When each particle in the medium 
is similar in size, shape, and density, the flow medium is homo-
geneous. If, at any point in the medium its ability to conduct 
water is the same in every direction, the medium is said to be 
isotropic.1 If the boundary conditions surrounding the drainage 
region remain constant v/ith time, a steady state v/ith respect 
to flow through the medium exists. Such are the conditions 
which have been assumed for this study; namely, an isotropic, 
homogeneous, saturated medium through which water flows at a 
steady rate due to the influence of gravity. It should be 
pointed out that v/hile the flov/ system has been immensely 
idealized, rigid analyses of drainage systems in which multi-
directional flov/ occurs are practically nonexistent. 
The flow of water through porous media is subject to 
physical lav/s; the conservation of fluid mass, the conservation 
of energy, and a physical characterization of the fluid itself. 
Flow through a porous medium is not unique in that the same 
1. Maasland, M. 1956. Measurement of Hydraulic Conductivity 
by the Auger Method in Anisotropic Soils. Soil Sci. 81:379. 
15 
hydrodynamical principles apply to it as with all kinds of fluid 
motion. These principles, however, v/ill be adapted to the physi-
cal phenomena of \/ater flow through an idealized porous material. 
An explicit implication of physical principles to a 
fluid flow system is that it obeys the law of conservation of 
fluid mass. If a cubic volume element having sides A X , A y, 
and A Z Is envisaged, the not mass of fluid flowing into such a 
region per unit time can be determined.2 It is convenient to 
consider that the reference position (x, y, z) is situated at 
the center of this small region in space. The respective 
velocity components through the region may then be taken as u, 
v, and w at its center. 
The mass flow into the region in the x-direction is 
approximately 
where P is the mass per unit volume, and u the velocity component 
of flov/ in the x-direction through the A y Az plane. This is 
the mass of fluid which would pass the center point of the 
hypothetical region minus any change due to the variation of 
2. Streeter, V, L. 19l$. Fluid Dynamics. Chap. 2, p. Ik. 
McGraw-Hill, Now York. 
Pu _ 4(Pu) AX 
16 
density or velocity within the distance Z\x/2. The approximate 
mass flow out of the region in the same direction is 
Ay A Z . (2) 
The net mass flov/ into the region in the x-direction is then the 
algebraic summation of the latter tv/o terms, 
S(Pu) 
dx AX Ay AZ 
(3) 




AX AL/ AZ 
AX Ay A Z . 
(k) 
' (5 ) 
The total net mass of flow into the region is therefore 
S(Pu) + djJN} + d(pvj) 
dx dy dz 
AX Ay A Z . (6) 
The net mass increase of fluid v/ithin the region is a 
function of x, y, z, P, and also time. Since x, y, and z are 
independent of time, the mass increase must also be equivalent to 
dt 
AX AC/ A Z . (7) 
17 
Velocity and density changes may be non-linear throughout the 
region and so these expressions are only approximate. If the 
actual dimensions of this very small region are allowed to ap-
proach a point dimension, hov/ever, the combination of Equations 
6 and 7 give the generalized expression of fluid flov/ continuity: 
d(Pu) + 6(Pv) + d(P*) 
dx dy dz 
If the fluid is incompressible, 
da + dv dw 
dx dy dz 
f • » 
(9) 
This is the equation of flow continuity used for problems of 
v/ater flov/ through a saturated porous medium. 
The second physical concept, that of conservation of 
energy is an equally irrevocable condition for flow through 
porous media. At any point in a dynamical flov/ system there is 
a finite resultant force causing water movement. In all but 
the simplest flov/ situations, the resultant forces are at the 
same time different in both magnitude and direction for every 
point in the system. Since a force is a vector quantity, they 
are for all practical purposes not reconcilable to a dynamical 
evaluation of fluid motion through a porous material. This 
difficulty is avoided by introducing a scalar concept that of 
potential which can be absolutely related through algebraic 
summation. 
18 
Although in classical hydrodynamics, fluid motion may be 
described in terms of a velocity potential, this function is not 
generally applicable to flov/ in porous media. According to 
Hubbert, a velocity potential exists only for fields of flov/ 
Involving a fluid of constant density and viscosity and a medium 
which is homogeneous and isotropic throughout.3 While this 
criterion may well suit the proposed problem here, it is not at 
all compatible with unsaturated flov/ conditions or v/ith most 
field situations where in addition to unsaturated flov/, the 
medium is most likely both heterogeneous and anisotropic, A 
more embracing potential concept is one in which differences in 
energy levels are fixed throughout a flow region. The potential 
of an object in a force field is thus defined as the v/ork done on 
that object against the force field in moving the object from 
some reference position to a point in question. 
A generalized expression which gives the potential rela-
tionship of a fluid flov/ing through any region in space ia 
1= gZ+ f
P^ + -f2 do 
JPo r £ 
in which the total hydraulic potential, I is the sum of the 
potential values of position, pressure, and velocity, respec-
tively,̂ " It is only necessary to postulate that the density of 
3. Hubbert, M. King. 19lf0, The Theory of Ground Water Motion. 
Jour. Geol. *t8: 8kk. 
k, Hubbert, M, King. 19L»-0. The Theory of Ground V/ater Motion. 
Jour. Geol. k8: 801. 
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the fluid, P must be a function of the pressure, p alone. If it 
is not, the second term in the energy equation becomes indeter-
minate. 
When the mechanical energy level of fluid motion remains 
constant throughout a flow region, I equals a constant value. 
Equation 10 then becomes the well-known Bernoulli theorem which 
relates the gravitational, pressure, and velocity energy compo-
nents along a friction-less flov/ path. In fluid motion through 
a porous material, hov/ever, friction cannot be disregarded and 
mechanical energy is continuously dissipated in the direction of 
flow. Indeed, frictlonal forces are of such a magnitude so as 
to dampen out high flov/ velocities and the kinetic energy term, 
q2/2 becomes negligible in comparison to the other potential 
terms. The generalized equation of fluid flov/ through space can 
be simplified to 
I = gZ + P' 4§ (xi) 
•JPoH 
for flow through porous media. For liquids, this equation can 
further be reduced and modified to give 
1 = Z + fg (12) 
v/here 5 is now in terms of head and the pressure, p is regarded 
as the change in pressure intensity. Thus the net hydraulic 
potential of liquid flow through a porous medium is equal to the 
20 
sum of the position and pressure heads. In fluid mechanics, this 
summation is known as the uiezometric head and is equal to the 
height of water in a manor eter tube originating at a point in 
question within tho porous redium above a selected reference 
plane. 
The classical Stokes-Navicr equation describes the dy-
namical reaction of 'luid in terms of viscous, inertlal- body, 
and pressure forces. While this equation characterizes fluid 
motion in principle, It is in practice extremely difficult to use 
even in free space "here boundary conditions may be idealized.-' 
In a porous medium, insurmountable geometrical difficulties are 
presented by the intricate passageways through which a fluid 
must move. These difficulties may be avoided, however, if the 
porous medium is considered as a macroscopic whole. 
In 1856, Darcy empirically established the resultant 
average effects of water flow through a sand medium. The simple 
result was that fluid flow through a porous medium is directly 
proportional to a potential gradient by a constant of propor-
tionality called the hydraulic conductivity. In vector notation, 
q = -Kvi (13) 
v/here q is the fluid discharge per unit of transverse area, K 
is the hydraulic conductivity, and -T?£ is the hydraulic gradient. 
This is Darcy's law. It applies to the flow of fluids through 
5. Klute, A. 1952. Some Theoretical Aspects of the Flow of 
Water in Unsaturated Soils. Soil Sci. America Proc. 16:1^, 
21 
porous media v/ithin the laminar flow regime. The negative sign 
indicates that movement is in the direction of decreasing poten-
tial . The driving force is equivalent to the sum of position 
and pressure potential gradients over the distance of greatest 
potential change. Darcy's law is markedly similar to Ohm's law 
in electricity, Fourier's law in heat transfer, and Fick's law 
in gaseous diffusion, and analogues or models of one to another 
are possible. In all of these empirical laws, the quantity of 
transported matter is governed by some physical characteristic 
of the respective transport medium. 
In addition to the conservation of fluid mass and energy, 
an analysis of fluid motion must include a physical characteriza-
tion of the fluid itself. V/hat, for example, are the effects 
of changes in the viscosity and density of a fluid on its ability 
to flov/ through a porous material? In neither the expression of 
continuity nor in Darcy's lav/ are these variables expressly 
shown. The parameter, K must therefore not only give the prop-
erties of the flow medium but of the fluid passing through that 
medium. It can be shown that 
K - ^ <*) 
M 
in v/hich the hydraulic conductivity is related to the properties 
of the fluid, p and ju which are fluid density and dynamic vis-
cosity, to the property of the earth's gravitational field as 
expressed in g, and finally to the property of the medium called 
22 
the coefficient of permeability, k. The dimension of k is 
length squared, v/hich is indeed appropriate for describing the 
geometrical state of a flow medium. For v/ater flov/ through a 
porous material, changes in the density of v/ater v/ithin the range 
of temperatures normally encountered are regarded as negligible, 
and in practice the hydraulic conductivity, K is usually stand-
ardized to a selected temperature by a ratio of tho respective 
viscosities of water at both the standard and experimental 
temperatures. 
If the specific discharge, q in the Darcy equation is 
expressed in terms of its cartesian components u, v, and w; then 
u = - K 41 • <l*> 
dx 
dl 
v = - K (16) 
At 
and W = - K — • (17) 
dz 
6. Hubbert, H. King, 19*+0. The Theory of Ground Water Motion. 
Jour. Geol, ̂ 8: 818. 
23 
A combination of these energy expressions as embodied in Darcy's 
lav/ with the principle of fluid continuity given by Equation 9 
results in Laplace's equation for water flow through an idealized 
flov/ medium: 
iff , dli , d'i _ 0 (18, 
or in vector notation, 
V { = 0 . (19) 
A graph of the potential function as defined by Laplace's equa-
tion gives lines or surfaces having equal potential values called 
equipotentials. Orthogonal trajectories to a family of equipoten-
tial curves give flow paths v/hich are called streamlines. A 
combination of both the equipotential and streamline plotted on 
the same graph is a flov/ net. 
A steady-state flov/ system from a laboratory sand-tank 
model is shown in Figure 3. The equipotential lines were deter-
mined from piezometric head readings in manometer tubes which 
originated at selected points throughout the flow region. The 
isopiestic or equal pressure lines were also determined by the 
level of v/ater in the manometer tube but were related to the point 
at v/hich the manometer tube terminated in the flov/ medium instead 
of some reference plane. These lines or surfaces constitute the 
respective fields of the scalar quantities; pressure, p and 
P=o 2k 
SURFACE OF SAND MEDIUM 




ure 3 . Flow system in a sand-tank ̂ nodel showiftfp^Tbw vector 
diagrams, dquipotential 1 inc\ (solid), and r&opiestic 
lines (brolcen). The numbers fKro in centimeters of head. 
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hydraulic potential, I . The corresponding vector field is made 
up of vectors v/hich generate a family of field lines perpendicu-
lar to these scalar fields.'7 Since the forces per unit of mass 
due to pressure, gravity, and net hydraulic potential are 
respectively -1/P grad p, - grad G, and - grad I , the 
resultant force due to the net hydraulic potential is 
vi « vG + -£-vp (20) 
v/hich is the vector sum of the component forces caused by 
gravity ( G s gZ) and pressure. This is shown graphically in 
Figure 1 by four vector diagrams. The resultant force on a 
particle of v/ater at each point is only a comparative value, 
however, because the magnitude of the gravitational force is 
relative. Little use can bo made of knov/n forces throughout a 
flov/ region since for every point, the forces such as those 
shown differ in both magnitude and direction. 
For an analytical solution to Laplace's equation to 
exist, the boundary must be well defined on every side of the 
flow region. Upon formulating a problem, geometrical statements 
are required for each boundary of the flow region. Boundary 
conditions can then be specified to fit each geometrical situa-
tion. For example, if the side or bottom of a drainage region 
7, Huboert, M. King, 191+0. The Theory of Ground Water Motion, 
Jour. Geol. k8: 839. 
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is considered as a limiting streamline, 
^ = 0 (2D 
an 
where n is in tho direction normal to tho line of flow. The 
same condition is suitable for lines of symmetry within the flow 
region. At a surface of seepage or at the surface, pressure is 
atmospheric and usually is taken as zero. The boundary condition 
here is simply a specification that the hydraulic head is equal 
to the geometrical position of the surface above or below a 
reference plane. Hence, boundary conditions in a steady state 
system consist in specifications of the value of the dependent 
variable over the boundaries, or the normal derivatives of the 
dependent variable which represent normal fluid velocities at 
the boundaries." 
According to the Cauchy-Riemann equations, 
i i = *1 
dx dy 
(22) 
*I = dV , (23) 
dy dx 
8. Muskat, M. 1937. The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids Through 
Porous Media. Chap. 3» P. 1**6. McGraw-Hill, New York. 
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the stream function, ̂  is a conjugate of i and v/ill also satisfy 
Laplace's equation. It is only necessary to choose a different 
boundary condition based solely on these relationships. 
In one way or another, the problem of v/ater flov/ through 
porous media requires a solution to Laplace's equation. Geo-
metrical difficulties usually determine v/hich method v/ill be 
used. Potential functions throughout a given drainage region 
can be determined by direct mathematical analysis, by flov/ 
analogies, by numerical approximation, or by direct potential 




PHYSICAL MODEL STUDIES 
All hydraulic model v/ork is subject to the recognized 
difficulty that for each geometrical configuration of a prototype 
a different model must be used. Dynai ical similitude between the 
model and prototype is achieved only if one type of force other 
than inertial is predominant throughout the flow region. The 
ratio of the inertial force to that force results in a dimen-
sionless flov/ parameter in v/hich the geometrical relationship 
is fixed. If other forces prevail, geometrical similitude is 
«- not possible, and the only alternative approach may be with a 
full-scale model. 
The problem to be solved v/ith a sand tank nodel is one 
of water flov/ through a porous medium into a circular drain in 
v/hich the water level is a variable. The principle retarding 
forces v/ithin the flow medium itself are viscous forces, which, 
when expressed in a ratio with inertial forces, result in a 
dimensionless parameter called the Reynolds number. Darcy's law 
is applicable to flow through porous media only in a laminar flov/ 
range where the viscous forces are high in comparison to inertial 
forces. It has generally been accepted that as a safe limit 
v/here deviations from Darcy's lav/ will not become appreciable is 
a Reynolds number of less than 1 in which the characteristic 
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length is taken as any reasonable average particle diameter.1 
The driving force,-vl in Darcy's law is then the sum of position 
and pressure gradients alone and is in no v/ise affected by flow 
velocities v/ithin the porous media; hence, a unity relationship 
betv/een hydraulic potential, I and discharge holds. 
When a drain is partially emptied and the porous medium 
surrounding it is still saturated, a surface of seepage is es-
tablished betv/een the saturated medium and the atmosphere. Flov/ 
velocities along this so-called free surface cannot exceed free-
fall velocities, but since gravitational forces are predominant, 
these velocities may well be beyond the range of application of 
Darcy's lav/. A downward modification of flow velocities that 
could be attained by gravitational forces alone is caused by 
the effect of surface forces. Such forces are evident by the 
manner in v/hich water clings to the top portion of a drain as 
it follows a seepage surface. 
Because no one force controls the flov/ of water through-
out the entire flov/ region, geometrical similitude may not be 
possible. Consequently, only a physical drainage model that 
would :>e constructed to full size was initially considered. 
Flov/ lines close to a subsurface drain, v/hich is not 
near an impervious layer, form a radial flov/ pattern that in 
most cases is not strictly symmetrical. The classical radial 
flow case, hov/ever, with flov/ from an outer circular boundary 
1. Muskat, K. 1937. The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids Through 
Porous Media. Chap. II, p. 67. McGraw-Hill, New York. 
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tov/ard a central point sink gives the variation of flux and 
potential gradient that more or less prevails near drains situ-
ated away from an impervious layer. Tho truly radial flov/ 
system could also be constructed to full scale v/ithin the con-
fines of a laboratory and yet be representative of a large 
number of actual field cases v/hich may be many times the size 
of the laboratory system. 
The radial flov/ theory was first proposed for wells 
driven into aquifers of uniform thickness and infinite areal 
extent. Since potential differences are invariant to axial 
rotation, the radial flov/ theory can be applied equally well 
to horizontal full flowing drains as shov/n in Figure k. 
The equation of continuity and Darcy's law, q • -K 
grad J , show that as any flow tube in a region of uniform 
conductivity decreases in size, the flux, q and consequently the 
potential gradient will increase in a corresponding proportion. 
Steady flov/ directed radially inward from a circular 
source at distance r greater than r0 toward the center of a full 
drain with radius, r0 is constant at a given cross-section of 
any stream tube. Accordingly, 
qQ r0 dO- = q r d-B- <2»o 
The variation of flux is then inversely proportional to distance 
since 




By substituting this expression for rate of flow into the Darcy 
equation and noting that movement opposite the gradient is con-




Figure 1+. Two-dimensional stream tube from an outer circular 
boundary toward a point sink. 
Considering now the total flow, Q into the drain, 
0 = £T\ q0rQ (27) 




The net potential obtained through integration from r to r 0 is 
then 
I = •——, In — . (29) 
The potential in a radial flov/ system varies v/ith the natural 
logarithm of distance from the sink. The equation is valid for 
all flov/ v/ithin the application range of Darcy's lav/. If the 
drain is reduced in size to that of a point, the equation pre-
sents a physical impossibility of infinite potential and flux. 
The radial flow equation is the basic potential form 
used by Kirkham, Gustafsson, and others in deriving mathematical 
solutions for steady-flow through saturated porous media,2' 3 
Except for constants, tho value of i is identical to that in 
the polar form of Laplace's equation, 
= 0 , (30) 
v/here the hydraulic potential Is taken not to vary v/ith trans-
verse distance or angle •©• • 
2. Kirkham, Don. 19^9. Flow of Ponded Water into Drain Tubes 
in Soil Overlying on Impervious Layer. Trans. American 
Geo. Union 30: 369-385. 
3, Gustafsson, Y. 19^6. Untersuchungen ubor die stromungs-
verhaltnisse in gedr'antem Boden. Acta Agr. Suecana 2: 
1-157. 
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PROCEDURE. The primary purpose of the physical drainage 
model experiment was to determine the effect of a partially 
filled drain upon flov/ from a porous medium into the drain; for 
when the v/ater level in a subsurface drain does not coincide 
v/ith the drain top, the drain opening above the water level in 
the drain may be a surface of seepage and no longer at a con-
stant potential value. 
Secondary purposes for this experiment v/ere (a) to 
study the effect of drain opening size and of hydraulic conduc-
tivity in a three dimensional model on total outflow, (b) to 
observe how well the flow pattern in an upright physical model 
follows radial flov/ theory, and (c) to determine the result of 
sealing part of the circumferential drain opening on drain dis-
charge and on flow patterns within the flov/ medium. 
The disadvantage of model v/ork lies in tho singular 
application of its results. This disadvantage is compounded 
if the model tests are difficult to perform and reproduce. 
Such is the case v/ith physical drainage models. The advantage 
of a drainage model is that it is a physical reconstruction of 
an actual drainage situation. No simplifying and oftentimes 
erroneous assumptions are made, and no components of flow are 
inadvertently missed. For these reasons, the physical drainage 
model v/as initially used in the study of v/ator flow patterns 
near subsurface drains. Flexibility would be provided by 
electrical analogies and numerical approximations in v/hich 
boundary conditions were easily changed and potential readings 
readily made. 
The sand tank drainage model shown in Figure 5 con-
sisted of a cylindrical core enclosed transversely by two 
transparent sheets of rigid plastic and in the flow direction 
Figure 5» Physical drainage model with a cylindrical outer 
boundary and a k inch, inside diameter, plastic 
drain. 
by a cylindrical perforated metal sheet with a radius of 15 
inches and a plastic drain tube. The cylindrical core between 
the outer boundary and drain v/as later filled with a uniform 
porous material. The rest of the model v/as then filled v/ith 
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water v/hich flowed radially through the porous medium into the 
drain tube through a circumferential drain opening. The drain 
was closed at both ends except for a discharge tube v/hich, when 
rotated, controlled tho water level in the drain. Hydraulic 
head measurements were taken from fifty-four positions in the 
core located on radii from the center of the drain of 2-2-, 3£, 
5, 7} 10, and Ik inches, from the reservoir beyond the cylin-
drical outer boundary, and from the bottom of the drain. 
Filters consisting of cigarette filters mounted into one trans-
parent plastic sheet and cut flush v/ith the inside wall kept 
the core material from entering into tubes leading to a man-
ometer board. These positions v/ere also placed in a radial 
plane away from the circumferential drain opening. 
Workable materials and ease of construction governed the 
geometrical dimensions of the model in lieu of strict adherence 
to sore actual size requirement. The drain of workable, yet 
rigid plastic had an outside diameter of k 3/8 inches, and the 
width of the core v/as only 1 3 A inches instead of 6 inches 
v/hich v/ould have been the case for a symmetrical section v/ith a 
foot-long clay or concrete tile. 
Water v/as provided to the drainage model from a constant 
head tank in the Agricultural Engineering Research Laboratory 
at the University of Illinois. Potential differences up to six 
feet of head v/ere available at the outer cylindrical boundary. 
For a particular test, the hydraulic potential at the outer 
boundary v/as held at a constant value. When the flow through 
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the system became steady, the discharge from the drain v/as 
measured and piezometric heads from all the tapped positions 
throughout the flow system were recorded. The outflow for a 
given time interval was weighed v/ith a Toledo scale to the 
nearest one-hundredth of a pound, and v/ater temperatures were 
taken at intervals throughout the experiment. The experimental 
setup is shown in Figures 6 to 9. 
Series of tests, in which the applied hydraulic head 
and the v/ater level in the drain were varied, were run for flov/ 
cases where the circumferential drain opening was 1/16 and 3/16 
inches wide, where the upper one-fourth of the drain opening 
v/as sealed, and where the conductivity of the porous medium was 
changed. 
The drain outflow was adjusted to a standard conductivity 
by repeating a given test throughout the experiment. Assump-
tions were made that differences in discharge betv/een pilot 
tests v/ere due only to changes in conductivity, and that the 
conductivity between each of these tests decreased in a linear 
fashion. An adjustment v/as necessary because throughout the 
experiment the conductivity of the porous medium under prolonged 
submergence decreased. Changes of hydraulic conductivity in a 
saturated soil are due primarily to the combined effect of 
wetting and leaching of electrolytes from a soil, gradual 
solution of entrapped air from a soil by percolating v/ater, and 
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Figure 6. Over-all viev/ of the experimental drainage model 
setup. 
Figure 7. Close-up of the drain and piezometer positions in a 
sand core. 
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Figure 8. Piezometric heads throughout the flov/ system for 
the case v/hen tho upper one-fourth of the drain 
opening v/as sealed. 
ll«uU.&>U4»*1l.4 *J** 
Figure 9. Measurement of drain outflov/ for a partially filled 
drain. 
surface sealing. Surface sealing may be caused by the filtra-
tion or formation of microbial grov/th, foreign material in the 
v/ater, or chemical precipitates v/ithin the surface layer of a 
porous medium. The material that v/as used throughout most of 
the experiment v/as a medium textured, clay-free sand as shown 
by the mechanical analysis in Appendix B. Since the material 
was rather chemically inert, changes in conductivity v/ere 
mostly caused by the solution of entrapped air and surface 
sealing. The effect of solution of entrapped air v/ithin a 
porous medium is to increase its conductivity. Since the model 
v/as allowed to operate for a time before tests were begun, the 
gradual effect of solution of entrapped air v/as overshadov/ed by 
the effect of surface sealing because the net result in the 
ensuing tests v/as a perceptible reduction of model discharge. 
Prior to this experiment, the variation of hydraulic 
conductivity of the same medium textured sand under prolonged " 
submergence v/as found as shown by Figure 10 in a sand tank 
model having a horizontally exposed area of kfa square feet. 
The effect of solution of entrapped air v/as soon masked by 
surface sealing and the conductivity which v/as corrected to a 
temperature of 20 degrees centigrade decreased from a high of 
k2 inches ner hour to J+ inches per hour in a period of six days. 
k, Allison, L. E. 19^7. Effect of Microorganisms on 
Permeability of Soil under Prolonged Submergence. Soil 
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Figure 10. Variation in hydraulic conductivity of a nedium 
textured sand under prolonged submergence in a sand 
tank model having on exposed surface area of k^ 
square feet. 
The reduction of conductivity was shown to be a surface 
phenomena for as soon as the top layer of sand was disturbed 
the redium regained most of its initial conductivity of around 
kO inches per hour. 
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RESULTS. A summary of the results of this experiment 
except for piezometric head readings v/hich were taken in con-
nection v/ith each test are given in Appendix C. Equipotential 
systems for selected tests that show some of the results of 
piezometric head readings arc shown in Figures 11 to 19. 
The discharge from the drain v/as corrected to a relative 
hydraulic conductivity taken as unity in Test 26 (Appendix C). 
Similar tests which are underlined in Appendix C were repeated 
throughout the experiment. As long as tho geometrical configura-
tion v/as unchanged, differences between pilot tests in discharge, 
Q per unit of hydraulic head were taken as indications of a 
change in conductivity. All intermediate tests v/ere then ad-
justed to an assumed linear variation of conductivity betv/een 
the pilot runs. V/hen the geometry of the flow situation was 
changed and especially v/hen the drainage model v/as repacked, no 
valid comparison between conductivities in different flow cases 
could be made. 
The total available hydraulic potential for maintaining 
flov/ through the drainage model v/as the difference between the 
hydraulic head imposed on the cylindrical outer boundary and the 
hydraulic head of tho water in the drain both of which were 
measured from tho same reference plane. The drain effluent 
was not at any time under pressure, so the magnitude of the 
hydraulic head directly indicated the level of v/ater within the 
drain. Since the outer boundary was fixed, flow of water into 
k2 
Figure 11. Equipotential pattern in feot h.ead for a nearly empty 
four inch drain with a 1/16 inch wide opening 
(w/w0 s 1/28) under an applied head of 2.3 feet at 
a radius of 15 inches from the drain center. From 
Test *+8 (Appendix C). Scale: 1 inch * k inches. 
^3 
Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 except for a half full drain. 




Figure 13. Same as Figure 11 except for a nearly full drain. 
From Test 59 (Appendix C). 
* 
k5 
Figure l*f. Same as Figure 13 except for an applied head at the 





Figure 15. Same as Figure 13 except for an applied head at the 
outer boundary of 3»0 feet. From Test ^7 
(Appendix C). 
h7 
Figure 16. Same as Figure 13 except for an applied head at the 




Figure 17. Same as Figure 13 except for a 3/16 inch wide drain 




Figure 18. Same as Figure 13 except for a l ess permeable 
medium (K2 s 0.01 Ki ) . From Test 162 (Appendix C). 
Figure 19. Same as Figure 17 except for a drain three-fourths 
full and the top quarter of the drain opening 
sealed, From Test 13^ (Appendix C). 
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a partially filled drain v/as not radially symmetrical. As a 
result, some of the flow lines lengthened, and a decrease in 
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Figure 20. Relationship betv/een potential, i and drain dis-
charge, Q for a nearly empty, and full four inch 
drain for the cylindrical outer boundary case with 
a 1/16 inch circumferential opening. From Tests 9 
to 60 (Appendix C). 
curves plotted as nearly straight lines on logarithmic paper 
v/ere a compilation of test data for v/ater flov/ing through a 
medium textured sand core into a drain v/ith a 1/16 inch wide 
circumferential opening. About 60 percent of the gain in 
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potential due to emptying the drain v/as used just to obtain the 
outflow that v/as established in the full drain situation. This 
same result held v/hen the drain opening "as increased threefold 
to a 3/16 inch wide crack. The absolute discharge rate through 
the 3/16 Inch opening as given in Tests 80 to 117 (Appendix C) 
could not be compared, hov/ever, v/ith the total flov/ into the 
drain with a 1/16 inch crack because it v/as necessary to repack 
tho core v/hen another drain v/as installed, 
Equipotential patterns for various levels of drain 
effluent under the same hydraulic head at the outer boundary are 
shown in Figures 11 to 13. Although the equipotential lines 
v/ere reduced in size as the drain v/as filled, the ratio of radii 
betv/een given equipotentials v/as increased. According to the 
radial flov/ theory, the drain discharge is inversely proportional 
to the ratio of radii betv/een known equipotential lines. Conse-
quently, as the drain filled, the discharge decreased. The 
reduction of drain outflov/, howevor, v/as less percentage-wise 
than the corresponding decrease in the available driving force 
because as the drain v/as filled a more symmetrical flov/ situa-
tion v/as produced. Analysis of the equipotential patterns 
supported the physical outflow data shown in Figure 20. 
The drainage model v/as three-dimensional. The circum-
ferential drain opening v/as located next to one side of the 
model and v/as smaller than the total v/idth of the granular core, 
A drain may be thought of as being a composite of zero conduc-
tivity along its solid v/alls and of infinite conductivity at the 
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opening. A change, then, in the length, w 0 of tho impermeable 
v/all with regard to the width, w of the circumferential opening 
alters tho conductivity of the drain. An imposed variation in 
the conductivity of the medium in relation to that of the drain 
changed the potential distribution throughout the given flow 
system. 
Comparison of Figures 13, 17 and 18 shows the variation 
of potential in the flow medium when the crack size and the 
porous medium v/ere changed. These tests were all run under the 
same applied head and with the drain running nearly full. The 
radii to equipotential lines having an equal potential loss were 
measured for these flov; cases with different widths of drain 
openings and conductivities. Application of the radial flov/ 
theory that the drain discharge is inversely proportional to the 
ratio of radii in order of decreasing potentials gave a 35 per-
cent increase in outflov/ from the 3/16 inch drain opening 
(w/w0 s 1/9) over the 1/1.6 inch drain opening (w/w0 r 1/28). 
The test v/ith the 1/16 inch drain opening v/as repeated v/ith a 
fine textured sand which had a conductivity of about one-hundredth 
of that of the medium textured sand. If the equipotential system 
of the more permeable sand (Ki = 100 K2) occupied the same posi-
tion as for the less permeable sand, the discharge from the 
drain v/ould have been augmented by 38 percent. This hypothetical 
situation illustrates how hydraulic conductivity of a flow 
medium affects the equipotential pattern in a three-dimensional 
system. 
fr 
Differences in equipotential patterns betv/een those 
three flov/ situations v/ere accentuated near the drain. Sixty 
percent of tho lotential was dissipated within one inch from the 
drain when the flow v/as directed through the most permeable 
material and an 1/1.6 inch drain opening. Tho percentage loss 
remained constant whenever the magnitude of the hydraulic poten-
tial was varied. When tho drain opening v/as increased to 3/16 
inch, the head dissijatod ^ithin a radial distance of one inch 
frot the drain decreased to M6 percent. A change to the less 
permeable sand resulted in 35 percent loss of head around a 
1/16 inch drain opening. 
The equipotential patterns in a radial plane v/ith the 
drain opening v/ero in close agreement v/ith theory once the energy 
losses close to the drain were subtracted from the total hy-
draulic potential. The radial flov; pattern in the plane of the 
drain opening wasn't changed. A large change occurred in the 
drain discharge. 
In accordance v/ith potential theory, if a flow system 
is tilted at any angle, the resulting flux is directly propor-
tional to tho driving force and is not in any way influenced by 
the angle of tilt as long as the boundary conditions are held 
constant.5 Jn practice, this is true only if the resulting flow 
does not alter the homogeneity of some part of the flov; medium. 
5. Hubbert, !•'. Kin". 19LMD. Tho Theory of Ground V/ater Kotion. 
Jour. Geol, k8i 788. 
That it may do so is a distinct possibility with a multi-
directional flow system. 
The drainage model was designed for a truly radial flov/ 
setup. Water flow could bo directed through a uniform sand core 
from a cylindrical outer boundary toward a full cylindrical 
drain. The potential at any point v/ithin the full drain and 
especially along the drain opening periphery v/ould be at a 
constant value. The equipotential systems as shown in Figures 
13 to 16, however, v/ere displaced upward v/hen compared to the 
stable and cylindrical outer boundary and drain. As the driving 
force and subseouent flov/ velocities v/ere increased, more hy-
draulic head v/as dissipated v/ithin the porous medium. The 
linear relationship betv/een hydraulic head and drain discharge, 
however, did not hold for water flov/ through the medium textured 
sand core. As the applied hydraulic head v/as increased, the 
drain discharge per unit of hydraulic head also increased. 
This is shown in Figure 21 for Tests 26 to k2 (Appendix C) and 
is in general the same for all the drainage model tests in v/hich 
the medium textured sand v/as used. 
When v/ater flov/ v/as imposed upward from the bottom of 
the drainage model, the vertical component of flow v/as opposite 
to the gravitational force on the sand particles. Its immediate 
effect v/as to loosen the sand packing below the drain. V/ith 
higher flov/ rates, this tendency was intensified and the drain 
discharge increased beyond that predicted by theory. The com-
bination of uplift forces produced by the flow of water upward 
% 
tov/ard the drain and opposing gravitational forces on the sand 
particles had a vascillating effect on the potential distribu-
tion below tho drain. Near the out^r boundary, the loosened 
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Figure 21. Variation of drain discharge, Q and hydraulic 
head, I in the drainage rodel having a medium 
textured sand core with a conductivity of around 
kO inches per hour. From Tests 26 to k2 
(Appendix C), 
equipotential lines v/ero relatively far apart. Since a given 
potential had to be dispensed between the outer boundary and 
the drain, hov/ever, the flow velocity became correspondingly 
greater in near proximity to the drain and the resulting 
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equipotbntial lines were relatively near together, l/atcr flov/ 
from the top of the i odel worked with the weight of the par-
ticles. The result was a uniform packing throughout the top 
portion of the model v/hich gave a potential distribution more 
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Figure 22. Variation of drain discharge, Q and hydraulic 
head, f in the drainage model having a Cine 
textured sand core v/ith a conductivity of around 
O.k inches nor hour. From Tests 158 to 161* 
(Appendix C)• 
When tho less permeable fine textured sand v/as used in 
the model, the rate of flow v/as slow enough so that flow inter-
ference v/ith the packing of the medium was not noticeable. 
Figure 22 shows that within a range of hydraulic head values up 
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Figure 23. 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0£ 0.7 08 0.9 .0 
DISCHARGE, Q IN LBS. PER MINUTE 
Relationship between drain discharge, Q and hy-
draulic head, § with the upper quarter of 3/16 inch 
circumferential drain opening both sealed and un-
sealed. From Tests 6l to 79 (Appendix C ) . 
to four feet, the drain discharge increased linearly with head 
and that the outflov/ v/as about a hundredth of the outflov-/ 
through the r ore permeable medium. 
Idealized syrni etrical flov/ situations are not likely 
to occur in practice, liuskat states that if tho flov/ is not 
strictly syr.i otrical, the expression Tor radial flov/ as given 
by Equation 6 is valid if the potential, I is replaced by an 
average value along a circle of radius r.° Tho drain discharge 
6. liuskat, II. 1937. The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids Through 
Porous i:odla. Chap, k, p. 153. LcGraw-Hi 11, New York. 
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in this experiment v/as obtained by direct outflow measurement. 
Small variations in radial distances to oquipotential lines 
gave proportionally smaller variations in drain discharge be-
cause of the logarithmic relationship betv/een outflov/ and 
potential. 
The effect of sealing part of a symmetrical drain 
opening is shown in Figures 19 and 23. A decrease in drain 
outflow of around 21 percent occurred v/hen tho upper one-fourth 
of the drain opening v/as sealed. Flow velocities as indicated 
by the closeness of the equipotential lines v/ere relatively 
high near the sealed portion of the drain. 
The maximum drain discharge that was emitted through 
the 1/16 inch drain opening from the medium textured sand gave 
a Reynolds number of approximately four. The constancy of head 
loss at a radial distance of one inch from the drain opening 
indicates, however, that a transition from laminar to turbulent 
flow, if it v/as occurring, had not developed appreciably. 
Darcy's law was therefore taken as being valid throughout the 




Numerical approximation is a method of integration 
proposed shortly after the invention of calculus by Newton to 
solve problems in integral calculus. It is a powerful, yet 
simple tool for handling problems too complex to lend them-
selves readily to analytical solution,1 In essence, tho dif-
ferential equation is replaced by a difference equation v/hich 
is then solved by numerical approximation. 
A numerical integration commonly used in solving 
drainage problems is called the relaxation method. Values as-
signed to arbitrary points v/ithin tho region of integration 
are relaxed in a trial fashion until the values no longer 
appreciably change. The region of integration is subject to 
boundary considerations so any one solution has only a limited 
application. 
The partial differential equation applicable to drainage 
problems for saturated media is Laplace's equation as derived 
in Chapter II, 
V* I = 0, (3D 
1. van Schilfgaardo, Jan. 1957. Part 1, Chap. 2: The Theory 
of Land Drainage. Drainage of Agricultural Lands. Agronomy 
monograph VII, Fage 92, American Soc, of Agron., Madison, 
Wisconsin. 
where the total potential i is the sum of tho position and 
pressure potentials: 
i = Z + -£ • (32) 
P<2 
In order to bring this second order equation within the bounds 
of relaxation methods, it is necessary to approximate it by a 
system of equations having a finite number of degrees of 
p 
freedom. This is usually accomplished by dividing the region 
of integration into a square mesh network. Finite difference 
equations are then assigned to each internal point of the net-
work and, except for the usually large number of equations, can 
be solved simultaneously. A linear variation is assumed betv/een 
adjacent points on the mesh, and so, v/ith a smaller mesh, the 
approximation v/ill become more exact. 
The four adjacent points to any given point in the 
relaxation network constitute a star. If the distances to the 
adjacent points are equal, it is termed a regular star; if not, 
it is an irregular star. Southwell and others have derived 
finite difference equations for Laplace's equation upon a square 
mesh.3 In terms of the hydraulic potential, ? and referring 
2. Shaw, F. S. 1953. An Introduction to Relaxation Methods. 
Chap. 2, p. 26. Dover Publications, paw York. 
3, Southwell, R. V. 19Li6. Relaxation Methods in Theoretical 
Physics. Ox Cord Press, London. 
to Figure 2!i-, the relaxed value for a regular star becomes 
to £ (33) 
For an irregular star, generally used to approximate a curved 
surface, tho finite difference equation is 
L = ii + h + !<< + Ifl/ib 3 + 1/b 
(3l0 
u, 
Figure 2lf. Relaxation square nesh network. 
Difference equations for a boundary or corner are, respectively, 
4 





When the mesh size js changed, it can be treated similarily to 
an irregular star. 
After a mesh has been inscribed upon a region of inte-
gration, assumed potential values are imposed on every point 
in the network. A point or group of points is then relaxed 
in accordance to the finite difference equations until a 
stabilized potential value is obtained for every point. It 
does not matter if tho sum of the assumed potential values is 
too largo. The excess is merely swept outside the boundaries. 
PROCEDURE. A commonly recommended drainage practice 
is to space five inch circular subsurface drains at a distance 
of 100 feet apart. These dimensions formed the basis of a 
practical drainage problem that was investigated by numerical 
approximation methods (a) to evaluate the validity of Kirkham's 
analytical work in the ration near a drain, and (b) to determine 
the effect of changing boundary conditions within a drain upon 
flow patterns in the porous medium surrounding the drain. 
The drainage problem that v/as solved v/as this: Water 
flov/ into five inch circular drain placed four feet beneath the 
surface of a homogeneous, isotropic, and saturated medium, 
spaced 100 feet apart, and situated eight feet above an 
k. Kirkham, Don. 1̂ 1-9. Flow of Ponded '.later into Drain 
Tubes Overlying an Impervious Layer. Trans. American Geo. 
Union 30: 369-385. 
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impervious layer. The porous medium v/as considered to be 
constantly saturated just to the surface. 
For the solution of Laplace's equation, being an el-
liptic tyie of equation, all of the boundary conditions 
surrounding a specified region of in.tojrati.on must bo defined. 
SURFACE OF POROUS MEDIUM 
»j\???t\t/t>r?\t; t ft\ / t / //\ */*\/\/ / > > / r\> / /\/t A J ///A. //w//\// / /j 
St* REFERENCE PLANE <B -*—*- 4 
IMPERVIOUS LAYER 
Figure 25. Section of selected drainage region v/here r0 is the 
radius of the drain, a, the spacing ""rom center to 
center of drains, and d and h, respectively, the 
depth from the surface to the drain center and to 
tho impervious layer. 
Using Figure 25 as a reference, the boundary condition at the 
surface, ysd, is 
I ' d (37) 
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because" at the surface pressure is atmospheric, and the dif-
ference in pressure in Equation 32 is equal to zero. At the 
surface of a full drain, the value of the hydraulic potential 
is 
f = r . (38) 
The impervious layer , y = d-h, is a l imi t ing streamline, honce 
$1=0. (39) 
All true surfaces of symmetry are also limiting streamlines, 
and so at x s 0 and x r 50, 
$1=0. (uo) 
dx 
The above conditions form the restraint for the given 
drainage problem. A square mesh, 1 foot on a side, v/as selected 
as the basic netv/ork and potential values v/ere assigned to all 
points on this r osh in accordance v/ith Kirkham's analysis. The 
mesh size v/as reduced by one-half four times for arbitrarily 
chosen regions with the smallest size, one-eighth foot, 
occurring next to the drain. Potential values v/erc also as-
signed to all intermediate points. In all, over 800 hydraulic 
potential values v/ere places on a symi otrical drainage section 
formed by tho surface, the impervious layer, and the linos of 
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symmetry, x « o and x * JO. The approp-'late potential function 
and sample calculations arc shown in Appendices E and F. 
The assigned iotant-'nl values v/ero then adjusted by 
numerical approximations to tho chosen mesh sizes. These 
latter values were used as a basis of comparison with Kirkham's 
analytical procedure, and /'th the effect of changing condi-
tions within the drain. 
The periphery of a full flowing drain ^ s at the same 
potential as manifest by an imaginary manometer inserted 
perpendicularity into tl e drain effluent at any point on a 
given coss-section. 71 th a y~ 'crence plane intersecting the 
center of the drain, the potential for the fall flowing drain 
is equal just to its radius. In this problem, values of the 
radius, 0,208 feet, were entered on the periphery of the 
drain in plac* cf tho analytical values, and I'cvc adjusted by 
numerical procedures until t'mir effect on assigned potential 
values within the medium became insignificant. 
When a drain flo,fs nearly o' \ ty, ''f.vcver, tho only 
point on the periphery of the drai'- exhibiting a potential 
equal to the radius is the very top. Along what is no,,r the 
seepage zone, tho total hydraulic potential according to 
Equation 32 varies rith position from a reference plane as 
shown in Figure 26. 
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In l ike manner to the f u l l flowing dra in , the po ten t i a l 
values "ere adjusted by numerical approximations u n t i l the 
changes imposed on tho drain boundary v/ero loijt in the sur-
rounding medium. 
1+0.208 = r0 
j f ^N. +0.147 
I / ^ \o.OOQ REFERENCE 
l \ I PLANE 
\ . ^X-0.147 
-0.208 = - To 
Figure 26. Hydraulic potential values in feet around the 
periphery of a nearly empty five inch drain. 
RESULTS. Flov/ patterns consisting of equipotential 
lines in feet and flov; lines for a practical drainage case 
(5 inch drain, 100 foot spacing, k foot depth to drain, and 
12 feot to an impervious layer) are given in Figures 27 to 30 
v/hich progressively show larger portions of the same drainage 
region. The outline of the preceding region is shown on each 
succeeding larger region. The loci of equal "relaxed" potential 
values were plotted as equipotential linos (heavy) for both the 
full drain, and the nearly empty drain situations. Flow lines 
(light) wore constructed orthogonally to tho equipotential 
lines for the full drain situation. T'. ese lines form ton 
percent flow tubes for a symmetrical drainage section bound by 
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vertical planes paysing through the confcer of the drain and 
Midway between adjacent drains. The flov tubes wore con-
structed according to radial flow theory by trial and error 
until ten percent of the flov/ tov/ard the drain passed between 
adjacent flov/ linos. 
Four potential values are given below and to tho right 
of selected points throughout tho drainage region. These 
values are listed on Figures 27 to 30 In tho following order: 
(a) Hydraulic potential value from KLrhuan's 
analysis of the flov/ of ponded water :nto ^ 
drain tubes overlying an impervious layer,5 
(b) adjusted potential va^ue for tho selected 
mesh size, 
(c) potential valuo for a full drain, and 
(d) potential value for a nearly empty drain. 
The initial value was calculated from prescribed analytical 
procedures. The latter three potential values, however, v/ere 
obtained b; numerical approximation. Each valuo is a completed 
solution in itself and is presented in a "list Tor comparative 
purposes only. 
Hydraulic potential value from Kirkhan*s analysis of 
the flow of ponded water into drain tubes overTyi.'irc an 
j,rf pervious layer. A basic assumption in this analysis is that 
the drain is flov/ing full under negligible baclv-prossuro. If 
5. Kirkham, Don. 19Li-9. Flov/ of Ponded l/ater into Drain 
Tubes Overlying an Impervious Layer. Trans. American 


































DISTANCE FROM CENTER-LINE IN FEET 








around a five inch drain, 
size: 0,125 feet. Scale: 1 inch = 0.125 feet. 
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DISTANCE FROM CENTER-LINE IN FEET 





Part of tho flow pattern around a fivo inch drain, 
r-'esh size: 0.25 feet. Scale: 1 inch =0.5 feet. 
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DISTANCE FROM CENTER-LINE IN FEET 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5 0 
FULL DRAIN 
NEARLY EMPTY DRAIN 
Part of the flov/ pattern around a five inch drain. 
Mesh size: 0.5 feet. Scale: 1 inch = 1 foot. 
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Figure 30, reet 
IMPERVIOUS LAYER 
Total flow pattern consisting of equipotbntial lines in 
cent "low tu'tos around a five inch drci.t civsuated at a depth 
eight feet above ar :r p-rvious layer, CxiiC at a spaci.i" of 
ho'o'r.^ous, isotropic, and 
feet. Scale: 1 
ana ten i er-
of four feet, 
ICC feet in a 
:ncr 5 feet. 
;ly saturated rediur.. I esh size: 1.0 
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this condition was truly realized, potential values around the 
drain periphery v/ould be the same, and equal to the magnitude 
of the radius. Solution of the derived expressions, hov/ever, 
did not give equal values for the potential at the drain 
periphery. In tho drainage case under consideration, only 
the top of the drain exhibits a correct potential value. The 
rest of the drain periphery as shov/n in Figure 31 has values 
that are smaller than tho magnitude of the radius. An expres-
sion giving constancy of potential over a circle of finite 
radius centered at the origin of coordinates v/as not used as 
0.208 = To 
/ w ^fcO.200 
[ I f »- u I 0 ' 1 7 6 REFERENCE 
V X J PLANE 
\ ^ ^ r 0.154 
10144 
Figure 3 1 . Hydraulic potent ia l values in feot around the 
periphery of an assumed f u l l flov/ing f ive inch 
drain accoT,din£ to Kirkham's ana ly t i ca l so lu t ion . 
a basic po ten t i a l form since i t i s not t r ac t ab le in subsequent 
mathematical opeiat ions.° The simpler, although somewhat 
6. Kirkham, Don. 1957. Port 3 . Chap. 2; The Theory of 
Land Drainage. Drainage of Agr icul tura l Lands. Agronomy 
monograph VII. Page 1M-7. American Soc. of Agron., 
lladison, V/isconsin. 
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approximate, expression resulted fror tho tacit assumption of 
a point sink, 7hen the geometry of the drain is snail in 
comparison to tho region drained, tho approximate nature of 
the simpler basic expression does not give serious discrepan-
cies and is detectable only near the drain. No differences 
in potential values from the full drain situation v/ere noted 
in the drainage region over one foot from the drain. The use 
of theoretical h/draulic potential values also hastened 
succeeding numerical v/ork because necessary adjustments in 
the drainage region due to boundary changes v/ithin the drain 
v/ere then small. 
Adjusted potential value for the selected nesh size. 
Any difference between those values and tho first potential 
value reflects the approximate nature of numerical approxima-
tions. Finite difference equations are substituted for the 
differential equation. Their degree of freedom is physically 
illustrated by the size of the nosh. Differences betv/een the 
first and second potential values, therefore, indicated 
regions whore a smaller mesh v/as needed. As a result, the 
mesh size v/as decreased four times from the drainage region 
farthest from the drain to the drain. Figures 27 to 30 show 
the netv/ork sizes in an increasing order together v/ith their 
respective drainago regions. An outline of tho preceding 
region which v/as superimposed on the larger, subsequent region, 
graphically illustrates that smaller meshes v/ore needed near the 
drain *'hcrc the hydraulic potential "as rapidly dissipated. 
Potential value for a full drain. Hydraulic potential 
values for a full drain wore entered at the drain periphery 
and the differences betv/een those values and tho previous poten-
tial values were "washed" into the drainage region. 
Fotential valuo for a nearly empty drain. The hydraulic 
potentials for a nearly empty drain as shown in Figure 26 v/ere 
sv/ept into the drainage region until changes in drain potential 
values v/ithin this region became insignificant. Equipotential 
lines that ere found for the full drain situation v/ero pushed 
farther into the drainage region as a result of emptying the 
drain. Graphically, the flux is shown to increase. This 
increment can be measured directly from the plotted flow 
patterns by applying the radial flov/ theory as derived in 
Chapter III to the circular equipotential linos near tho drain. 
According to this theory, flow tov/ard a drain is inversely 
proportional to the logarithm of the ratio of radii between 
given equipotentials. 
The drain discharge v/as found for both the full drain, 
and the nearly empty drain situations by dividing the flov/ 
region into equal contributing segments and measuring the 
radii in each segment or flow tube. Uhen tho drain was kept 
in a nearly empty condition, the flow increased around 15 
percent over the flow into a full drain. This was accomplished 
by a total increase in hydraulic head of 11 percent. 
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In tho drainage case under consideration, the surface 
v/as constantly supplied so that the medium was saturated at all 
times. Extension of tho flov/ linos to the surface as Fhov/n in 
Figure 30 shov/s that 80 percent of the inflow into the drain 
originates from an area up to ten feet from a vertical plane 
passing through the drain center. The remaining 20 percent of 
drain discharge cores from the area over ten fpot awav/- v/hich 
is 80 percent of the total surface area. 
The effect of changing boundary conditions within the 
drain v/as not discernable in the potential values in the 
drainage region over 1.5 feet from the drain. 
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CHAPTER V 
ELECTRICAL K0D3L STUDIES 
Electric model tests used to investigate ground-water 
flov/ patterns are based upon the analogy betv/een Darcy's and 
Ohm's lav/s. Comparison of these lav/s shov/s that the quantity 
of transported matter, v/ater and electricity, respectively, is 
proportional to a driving force, and that the constant of 
proportionality is in both cases some physical characteristic 
of the transport medium. The formal analogy can readily be 
seen in mathematical expressions of these lav/s. Written in 
vector notation, Darcy's and Ohm's lav/s are: 
q = - K grad $ , (.ki) 
and A. = -CT" grad U . (1+2) 
Thus the fluid flov/ q corresponds to tho current density, i, 
the hydraulic conductivity, K to the specific conductivity, <r , 
and the hydraulic potential or head, 5 to the electrical 
potential, U.-*-
1. Engelund, Frank. 1957. Part 2, Chap. 2: Tho Theory of 
Land Drainage. Drainage of Agricultural Lands. Agronomy 
monograph VII. Page 11^ American Soc. of Agron., 
lladison, Wisconsin. 
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For steady elcctrJcal flow, the equation of continuity 
is 
div A = 0 . to) 
A combination of this equation expressing the conservation of 
electricpl mass together ^ith ohn's la1/ results in Laplace's 
equation for electrical flov/ in a manner similar to that for 
fluid flov/ as shown in Chapter II. The analogy is hereby 
complete, and any solution is one of potential theory. Tho 
flov/ of either substancn as well as heat flow is useful for 
solution of the other if the boundary conditions of one can be 
transposed into corresponding equivalents of the other physical 
system. 
Electrical nodels Wave been used extensively because 
they are easily constructed and the boundary condlt'nns readily 
changed. They also pori it higher accuracy and more detail in 
measurements than sand models. Childs used an electrical 
model consisting of copper strips and carbonized paper upon 
which the electrical flov; was traced for investigating the 
whole realm of agricultural drainage including tho transient 
case of the falling water table.'- Lbf. hail a U others employed 
its use for finding physical constants needed in solving field 
2. Childs, S. C. 19^7. Tho 7ater Ta le, Equipotontials and 
Streamlines in Drained Land, V. The 1'ovJng 7ator Table. 
Soil Sci. 63: 361-376. 
permeability problems.3 Luthin built a resistance netv/ork 
capable of solving a large number of drainage problems simply 
by adjusting resistances at dlfTeront points in tho netv/ork.^ 
V/yckoff and Reed used it for the problem of seepage flow through 
earth daws after first assuming a pressure boundary.? 
An electrical model v/as used in tho reported study to 
refine and supplement the results of tho sand tank rodol, and 
the numerical approximation of a typical field situation. 
Better flov; patterns were obtained than with the sand model 
because a more homogeneous; flow medium was obtained v/ith the 
electrical model. ' rhen compared to the numerical approximations 
method, mesh sizes are figuratively speaking reduced to an 
infinitesimal size v/ith the electric rodol and minor dis-
crepancies in purported potential values duo to a selected mesh 
size arc eliminated, 
PROCEDURE, The electrical rodel consisted of a vacuum 
tube voltmeter, an electrical drain podel, an audio oscillator, 
3. Kirkham, Don. 19li-5. Proposed iiothod for Measurement of 
Permeability of Soil ^elow tho Water Table. Soil Sci. 
Soc. Arerica Proc, 10:58-68, 
k, Luthin, James V, 1953. An Electrical Resistance fretwork 
Solving Drainago Problems. Soil Sci. 75:259-27^. 
5, V/yckoff, R. D. and D. W. Reed. 1935. Electrical Conduc-
tion bodels '"or tho Solution of Water Seepage Problems. 
Phvsics 6:395-^01. 
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a variable resistor, an outer copper strip boundary, and a 
v/ater bath as sho^n in Figure 32. 
A vacuum tube voltmeter was used to roasurc voltages 
because it offered little interference to the electrical 
potential values obtained from the low density current passing 
through tho v/ater bath. As a further precaution, a low-loss 
shielded probe eliminated extraneous effects on the voltage 
drop existant at the probe point. 
Figure 32. Electrical drainage model. 
The electrical drain model represented solely an 
opening into a five inch circular drain. 1/hen a drain is 
thought of as being full, the potential is at a constant value 
around the periphery of the drain. Thus the level of water 
in a manoreter tube placed at any position within a full drain 
will be at the same elevation, neglecting all transverse flov/ 
in the drain. An electrical analogy of this situation v/as 
effected v/hen the electrical potential around the periphery of 
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J I I L 
I 2 3 4 
VERTICAL POSITION DRAIN 
Figure 33• Potential values along a circular surface of seepage. 
the drain model was kept at a constant value, usually zero. 
V/hen a drain is partially full, hov/ever, a surface of seepage 
exists betv/een the air in tho drain and the saturated porous 
medium. Along the surface of seepage, pressure is usually 
regarded as equal to that of the atmosphere. The total hy-
draulic potential as derived In Chapter II is due just to 
position: 
f = y . <w 
v/here y is the vertical distance above a reference plane. The 
potential along an opening into a drain then depends on the 
vertical geometry of that drain. 
In order to construct an analogous seepage zone having 
a potential drop as shown in Figure 33, resistances around the 
drain model v/hich give a similar pattern to an electrical 
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potential must be determined. Along the opening of a circular 
drain, 
y = r sin ex. V+5) 
and so, wither expressed as a radian, equations kk and k$ give 
5 = r sin — (W 
r 
v/here r is tho radius of a circular drain and S the length 
of arc. The magnitude of the hydraulic potential along the 
periphery of the drain is therefore sinusoidal and its varia-
tion is 
Since Darcy's lav/ is analogous to Ohm's lav/, 
di dU 
dS " dS 
0*8) 
v/here jE and U aro the total hydraulic and electrical poten-
tials, respectively. 
If the current pasring through the drain model is 
constant, the resistance, R is proportional to tho variation 
of potential along tho drain model periphery and according to 
Equation k7 is also sinusoidal but ninety degrees out of phase 
v/ith the magnitude of potential. 
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The full sized drain model shown in Figure 3^ consisted 
of 30 copper strips attached to a five inch semi-circular 
pieco of 'transparent plastic sheet and an upright piece of 
plastic holding 31 colls and a shunting bar. The coils v/ere 
v/ound v/ith lengths of 36 gauge lacquered magnet wire v/hich 
v/ere cut to give predetermined resistances for given positions 
on the drain model periphery. See Appendices G and II. The 
v/ire was doubled v/hen it was v/ound on a coil to neutralize any 
Figure 3>k, Electrical drain model. 
inductive reactance v/hich might be imposed on the system by 
a high frequency source. The coils v/ere then placed betv/een 
the copper strips thus effecting a stepped sinusoidal resist-
ance around tho model periphery. A copper shunting bar v/as 
used to shunt resistances betv/een adjacent copper strips so 
that different drain v/ater levels could be represented by the 
model. Tho copper strips extended to the bottom of tho water 
8k 
bath in order to give a two-dimensional flow system. The total 
calculated resistance between the copper strips as shown in 
Appendix I v/as 1265.6 ohms. The total measured resistance v/as 
1267 ohms. 
An audio oscillator provided a high frequency (5000 
cycles; alternating current electrical flov/. Its output 
amplitude control also gave a ready means of controlling the 
voltage drop across the v/ater bath. The voltage drop across 
the drain model was controlled by a variable 5}000 ohm resistor. 
These tv/o controls v/ere simultaneously adjusted until the do-
sired potential values v/ere obtained. A 60 cycle frequency 
source shown in Appendix J v/as used in the initial stages of 
the testing program. The position of a given potential value 
in the water bath, hov/evor, was very unstable because of 
polarization of the electrodes duo to the relatively low 
frequency. Aside from tho frequency objection, the electrical 
netv/ork proved satisfactory. 
The outer boundary v/as a solid copper strip one inch 
v/ide and approximately 1/32 inch thick. Its position in the 
shallow water bath v/as either assumed or previously determined 
by numerical approximations. In the first case, tho outer 
boundary v/as placed in the same position as the boundary in the 
sand tank model, i.e., on a 15 inch radius from the middle of 
the drain. In the latter case, however, the copper strip was 
placed in the same position v/ith regard to the drain as the two 
foot equipotential lino for a practical drainage situation 
having a homogeneous flov/ medium saturated to ground level, 
fivo inch drains spaced 100 feet apart, centers of drains 
four feot deep, and an impermeable layer occurring at a depth 
of 12 feet. The position of the tv/o foot equipotential line 
v/as found by a numerical approximations method given in 
Chapter IV. It "as at this position in tho flow medium that 
changes in hydraulic potential values became practically 
insignificant no matter what was happening to the v/ator level 
in the 5 inch drain. This equipotential line v/as constructed 
in the 18 by 36 inch electrical redel water bath to its full 
scale. In effect, then, the entire drainage region 50 foet 
long by 12 feet deep was represented to full scale by a small 
laboratory model! 
An electrical potential v/as imposed (a) across the 
v/ater bath v/hich represented the porous medium and (b) across 
the drain model if part of its periphery represented a seepage 
zone. The magnitude of these voltages v/as in accordance v/ith 
tho geometry of the system, i.e., tile size, and with the 
calculated or assumed hydraulic head ])laccd on the outer 
boundary. Since both circuits had a common ground, the 
resistance of the shallow water bath v/as purposely kept high 
so that the applied potential drop through the relatively low 
resistance colls of the drain model which represented the 
surface of seepage did not interfere significantly v/ith the 
potential pattern in the water bath. Tho resistivity of the 



















Figure 35» E l e c t r i c a l model c i r c u i t diagram. 
the t o t a l maximum r e s i s t a n c e of t i e dra in -,odel •'•as 1267 ohms, 
"hen the r r s i stance of f i o \ a tor bath was ' rr->lri>->od a t too 
high a l e v e l , however, t ' ic ^ n t e r c lose to t i e 'n^nlp ted 
sur face of sym> ot ry became a b e t t e r conductor than the •'•atnr 
i n the ba th away from t h i s s u r f a c e . This l o c a l ' e d i f i c a t i o n 
of the wate r duo to i t s d i p o l a r c h a r a c t e r i s t i c vvs not apparent 
in p o t e n t i a l i .easm-vr-onto "lien tho i n i t i a l l y dj r; f i l l e d "-ater 
in tho tank was dilutee1 -with tap " a t e r . 
The e l e c t r i c a l r o d d c i r c u i t diagram i s r,hown in 
F igure 3 5 . v o l t a g c s vero ' oasurcd: 
(a) From A to D. Thtr is ih<- o t e n t i a l Ions across 
the v/ator b r t h and i s a lalogous to the hydrau l ic 
p o t e n t i a l o f t h e s o i l water a t e known d i s t ance 
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from a drain. The potential at the periphery of the drain 
v/as assumed to be zero for a fu1! drain. 
(b) From C to D. Vhon a drain was considered full, the 
voltage v/as equal to zero. When a drain v/as represented 
as being partially full or nearly empty, an applied 
voltage v/as imposed on that part of the drain model 
periphery representing a zone of seepage. For example, 
if a drain VQS taken as one-half full, the top part 
would be a seepage zone having a known potential loss 
and the bottom half v/ould have a constant potential 
value represented in this problem by a zero potential, 
(c) From E to D. Electrical potentials v/ere measured to any 
point E in the v/ater bath between the outer boundary and 
the drain model. A plot of the voltages having equal 
values gave uniquely rdiaped equipotential lines through 
which the induced current passed orthogonally. According 
to potential theory, water flov/ patterns are likewise 
described so long as the boundary conditions of both 
are truly analogous. 
(d) From A to D. Resistance to electrical flov/ across the 
v/ater bath v/as calculated by measuring the voltage drop 
across a 3:nown resistance which v/as placed in series 
with this part of the electrical netv/ork. 
It does not matter that the electrical analogue v/as placed in 
a horizontal position; yet, it is said to be truly analogous 
to drainage situations taken from a vertical plane. The 
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measured quantity in both cases is a difference in potential 
values, scalar, and therefore invariant to axial rotation. 
The ratio hct"'oen the vertical height of a seepage 
zone in a drain and tho hydraulic h.ead at the outer boundary 
both express1-d in feet also fixed the ratio of tho electrical 
votcntials that wore imposed across the water bath and drain 
rodel. If a voltage drop of 10 volts was placed across tho 
v/ater bath and this represented a t̂ 'o foot hydraulic potential, 
then the voltage drop across the drain rodol would bo 2.08 
volts for a vertical seepage distance of 5 inches. These 
voltages vrero used v/hen equipotential linos wore traced betv/een 
the outer boundary and the drain model representing respectively 
the two foot equipotential and a nearly empty drain. For all 
drainar;* situations, the point on the periphery oT the electri-
cal dram model having a constancy of potential v/as the bottom. 
Actually, ttio opposite is true for its hydraulic counterpart. 
The only point of a real drain having ouch a co/r.tancy of 
potential is the very top. This subtlety v/as resolved, how-
ever, by keeping tho potential difference lotween the top of 
the electrical drain model and the outer boundary constant for 
a given outer boundary condition. 
RESULTS. Equinotertial lines v/ere traced in the 
electrical model water bath and plotted directly on rraph 
paper. Their positions wore ascertained from a one inch 
square grid inscribed on the bottom of the v/ater bath. The 
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results are shown in Figures 36 to kk, tho first six giving 
flov/ patterns for assumed radial flow situations and the last 
three for a practical drainage case. 
The drain discharge was calculated directly from 
experimental flow patterns. According to the radial flov/ 
equation, the discharge is inversely proportional to the 
logarithm of the ratio of radii to circular equipotential 
lines having a common center so long as the potential and 
conductivity are held constant. Tho experimental equipotential 
lines surrounding tho drain wora circular but had different 
centers than that of the drain for all tests except for the 
truly radial flov/ case v/here the outer boundary v/as circular 
and the drain full, h'hon equipotential lines form a circular 
pattern, hov/ever, the ratio of measured distances to the equipo-
tential lines from thoir displaced centers gives a good approxi-
mation of tho drain discharge. The overage center 0? the 
circular equipotential lines is moved vertically downward from 
the drain center, but this effect on the drain discharge is 
compensated by a similar downward movement of tho flov/ lines. 
V/hen the v/ater level v/as represented in the Ira in 
model at some position other than full, the available potential 
v/as increased by an amount proportional to the distance between 
the drain top and the represented v/ater level. The corre-
sponding drain discharge for tho circular outer boundary case 
also Increased but at a decreasing rate v/hen compared to the 
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Figure 36. Equipotential lines and calculated ten percent flow 
tubes fror an assumed circular outer boundary to 
a full 5 inch drain under an applied potential of 
0.58lH feot. This corresponds to a potential 





37. same as Figure 
36 except with a 
nearly empty drain. 
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Figure 38. Equipotential lines and calculated ten percent flov; 
tubes from an assumed circular outer boundary to a 
full 5 inch drain under an applied potential of 
l.5bk feet. This corresponds to a potential 





Figure Equipotential lines and calculated ten percent 
flow tuues from an assumed circular outer boundary 
to a full 5 inch drain under an applied potential 
of 2.58k feet. This corresponds to a potential 
difference of 3.0 feet for the nearly empty drain 
situation. 
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+ u l t h a nearly empty d r a i n . 
« v-ipure kO except witn a 
. KI Same as Figura TW 
Figure H-l. D d"w 
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Figure k2. Equipotential lines and calculated ten percent 
flov/ tubes near a full 5 inch drain placed in a 
saturated, horogenous flov/ medium at a depth of 
four feet, at a height of eight foot above an 
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po ten t i a l r i s e . This reduction of potent ia l eff iciency was 
caused by the convergence dov/nward of flow l ines v/hlch in 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
RELATIVE DISCHARGE, Q f IN VOLUME PER UNIT TIME 
Figure kj. Relationship betv/een po ten t ia l , I and dra in dis-
charge Q for a nearly empty and fu l l f ive inch 
drain for the c i rcu la r outer boundary case . 
effect lengthened the total flov/ path to the drain . Figure k5 
shov/s the change in flow from a cirqular outer boundary due to 
changes v/ithin the 5 inch d ra in . The fu l l drain curve i s 
based on r ad i a l flov/ theory and hence gives a unity r e l a t i on -
ship betv/een drain discharge and po ten t i a l . Points on th i s 
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curve show the closeness of the experimental results to that 
of theory. Tho nearly empty drain curve, not a straight lino, 
shows that the unity relationship betv/een drain dischargo and 
potential no longer holds. The projected curve, hov/ever, 
becor es asymptotic to tho theoretical curve v/hen the drain 
geometry is masked by high hydraulic potential values. 
The total flov/ through the top half of tho nearly 
empty drain from a circular outer boundary decreased from k6 
percent v/ith a three foot head to 37 percent v/ith a one foot 
head. 
V/ith regard to the practical drainage situation as 
shown in Figures Li-2 to kk, the drain discharge v/as increased 
by 12 percent v/hen the drain v/as emptied. An approximate value 
can also be obtained from Kirkham's equations for a full drain 
condition by reversing the effect of tho drain diameter on the 
potential term. The increase in flov/ v/as hero calculated to 
be 11 percent. The flow into the top half of the five inch 
drain decreased from 51 percent for a full drain to k2 percent 
for a nearly empty drain in the practical drainage case. 
6, Kirkham, Don. 19k9. Flow of Ponded Water into Drain 
Tubos in Soil Overlying an Impervious Layer. Trans. 
American Geo, Union 30: 369-385. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Rigid analytical predictions of v/ater flov/ patterns 
near subsuriace drains are in essence nonexistent. Mathemati-
cal obstacles encountered even with circular full flov/ing 
drains have in the past been insurmountable. 
Tractable solutions to the proud.em of water flow through 
a porous medium into a subsurface drain v/ere made possible 
because of numerous drain assumptions chief of v/hich was the 
simplifying assumption that the drain v/as a point sink; This 
assumption leads to a physically impossible situation of 
infinitely high hydraulic potential and flux as the point drain 
is approached. An intermediate equipotential surface can be 
selected from the flov/ net to represent a drain section. The 
size of the selected drain is arbitrary, and its shape depending 
wholly on the external boundary is rarely circular. 
A more exacting drain assumption is that of a full 
circular drain flov/ing under negligible back pressure and 
wholly pervious to v/ater flov/ from the porous medium. For this 
boundary condition, the drain periphery is under constant 
potential as manifest Dy equal readings from a manometer in-
serted laterally at any position into the drain section. Un-
fortunately, analytical solutions have not yet been devised to 
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account for this seemingly simple boundary condition.1 Solu-
tions that were supposedly based on this assumption did not 
give a constancy of po-l̂ ntial around the drain periphery. 
Rather, th^ true potential value v/as maintained at only one 
selected point on the drain periphery as shown in Figure 31 
(Chapter IV). Tho net effect v/as a potential system that could 
have been obtained by just considering the drain as a point 
sink! What v/as accomplished was to fix a true potential valuo, 
usually equal to the radius, on sore point of the periphery of 
a realistically sized drain. 
Considering the entire drainage region of v/hich the 
drain is only a small fraction, these drain simplifications 
did not alter the potential system and orthogonal flov/ linos 
appreciably. For a five inch circular drain situated four feet 
deep in a homogenous, isotropic medium, eight feet above an 
impervious layer, and 100 feet apart, potential values obtained 
from Kirkham1s equations changed less than 0.01 over one foot 
from the drain after the true potential valuo v/as inserted on 
the drain periphery and relaxed by numerical integration into 
p 
the drainage region. 
1. Kirkham, Don. 1?57. P?rt 3, Chap. 2: The Theory of Land 
Drainago. Drainage of Agricultural Lands. Agronomy 
monograph VII. Arerican Soc. of Agron., I'adison, Wisconsin. 
2. Kirkham, Don. 19^9. i'13ow of Ponded Water Into Drain 
Tubes in Soil Overlying an Impervious Layer. Trans. 
American Geo. Union 30: 369-3&5« 
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Sinco the purpose of this investigation v/as to study 
in detail water flow patterns near subsurface drains, means 
other than mathematical v/ere sought to describe the Laplacian 
type drainage system; for, in addition to a finite circular 
drain, the v/ater level in the drain v/as to be a variable. 
Potential values throughout given drainage regions were found 
by numerical approximation, by flov/ analogies, and by direct 
hydraulic head measurements in drainage models. Once the loci 
of equal potential values v/ero found, the flov/ pattern being 
orthogonal to them was then adequately described. 
The disadvantage of non-mathematical solutions to 
Laplace's equation for fluid flow through porous media lies in 
the singular application of test results. For every variation 
in the boundary profile, there is a separate, independent 
solution. 
Moreover, the effects of some variations such as the 
v/ater level in the drain wore difficult to evaluate. Potential 
patterns for full flov/ing and nearly empty drain situations 
were obtained primarily through electrical analogies. As a 
result, no direct discharge measurements could be made. The 
r difference in discharge betv/een these tv/o flov/ situations v/as 
determined indirectly by applying the radial flov/ equation to 
measurements of the radius of circular equipotential lines. 
Fortunately, the relationship betv/een the measured radius and 
its total potential v/as exponential; and, although the dis-
crepancies v/ere small, a' best fit v/as nevertheless obtained as 
l O ' l -
a s t ra igh t l ine on semilogiirtthiiiî Httoic neapor as s hov/n in Appendix K. 
The r a t io of the i nprovod mlii, :,IMll, r / r c a , between v/hich a given 
potent ia l loss had occuiwhioro iinioro "fchocsuveragert, Since the 
logarithm of tho mean r/fy for bo G'IAI'k> "til "ffi-ho nea r ly erapty and f u l l 
drain s i tuat ions i s proportionnl "taigA -to ooiitflow, the difference 
between the tv/o values it llio oluuduno ohango in outflow. These dif- ' 
ferences are given in FipW (*|HflW (CurweA) as percentages of the 
fu l l flov/ing drain disclurgfli T*t«fl,a, "'he pcaorcontages of the ful l 
drain discharge wore positivo bec.^ocbecausexi the gain i n hydraulic 
head due to lowering tho i/ntor leitor level in t he drain resulted in a 
greater discharge. 
The effect of esforinonta Wjiortta3. oaaror can bo evaluated by 
noting that a change of ono unit III unit ±\\ ~tho Lnird place of ei ther 
r a t i o , ror example, can produco a JWiQuce a valuation of plus or minus 
0.5 percent in tho porconifljo incjibgaliicxea= sooC outflov whore tho 
applied.hydraulic head ij2,$7 fedR«Jf feot sas shown in Figure k6. The 
accuracy of the other e,\portota*ifliienta1 p» oiiits , however, i s much 
be t te r because this variation deeJucoii dec Tea = sos v/hen tho to t a l percent-
age increase of drain aischnrge bdiltarje b ecor.nes g rea t e r . 
A possible sourooof GrrcsffiWorror i .sthe assumption that the 
logarithmic relationship of rndiiflii radii is * sufficiently accurate for 
the determination of fliut oolnoeilwlMtiiflQix cl—osoly spaced equipotential 
l ines in the nonsy. 1-etrM ai'fltafijf jj'St&ia p- reduced v/lion, the dra^'n v/as 
f igurat ively emptied. Sinco tho ilwlho out-cer boundary in t h i s Electr i -
cal analogue case vras circular aniitUiii' arxd cssonstraLnod, the intermediate 
equipotencial l ines v/ero oloo ciafcu so olrouL-iar, lout did not have ident ica l 
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centers. The space change of the centers of adjacent equipoten-
tial lines, hov/ever, v/as small. 
One purpose of the electrical analogue v/as to substanti-
ate the results of the physical model tests. Direct discharge 
measurements v/ero possible, but a given tost could not be 
reproduced because the conductivity of the sand medium de-
creased under prolonged submergence. Although there v/as a 
slight difference in the physical dimensions of the drains, the 
results for both circular boundary cases shov/ that approximately 
60 percent of the gain in hydraulic p̂ tc-itlux due to emptying 
the drain was used just to maintain .>ame flow that v/as 
obtained in the full drain situation* lu Xl're "anner, the 
results of the numerical integration of a practical drainage 
situation v/ere checked v/ith the electrical analogue. Thus, the 
results of a problem of fluid flov/ through porous media in-
volving small geometrical changes and inherent to much experi-
mental error are authenticated by the repetition of similar 
tests v/ith unlike procedural methods. 
The physical model, the numerical approximation v/ork, 
and the electrical analogue were all used to determine the 
effect of a partially filled drain upon the v/ater flow pattern 
in the porous media immediately surrounding the drain. The 
drain discharge was determined either by direct discharge 
measurements from the physical model or indirectly from the 
flov/ net obtained by numerical approxination or v/ith the electri-
cal analogue. 
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Due to the unique qualities of each method, other 
important facts v/ere obtained about the flov/ region near a 
subsurface, drain. The physical d'rlnagc model, for instance, 
yielded results concerning the effects of ''rain opening si20 
and snap**, flov/ direction, and hyiraulic conductivity on flov/ 
patterns v/ithin tho porous medium and-on total drain discharge. 
The numerical work shower1, also, how well theories such as 
those presented by Kirkham described the flow patterns close 
to a finite drain.3 v/ith tho electrical i odel, tho seepage 
surface with its strict analogy to Darcy's lav/ was compared to 
that of the physical drainage 1 odel v/here no restrictions v/ere 
placed on the type of force or Its reaction. 
These findings are summarized by the following under-
lined conclusions. Support 'or the conclusions was rathered 
from each of the independent 1. ethods of study v/hich were 
descriled in the previous chapters. 
EFFECT OF Eh'PTYIlIG TIIE DRAIN, '/hen the ̂ ator level is 
lowered in a drain, tho flov: gcorctry is changed. The gain in 
discharge due to low Ting tho v/ater level in a drain may bo 
cither less than, equal to. or creator than the corresponding 
percentage gain in hydraulic head. Tho magnitude of the grin 
in drain outflow in relation to that of head depends on the 
degroe to which the resulting peripheral boundary condition 
3. Kirkham, Don. 19^9. Flov/ of Ponded './ator into Drain Tubes 
in Soil Overly! v; an Inporvious Layer. Trans. Arericrn 
Geo. Union 30: 3o>-385. 
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conforms to the final or outer boundary surrounding the porous 
medium. For most field situations in which the soil is 
uniformly doop, the gain in drain outflov/ is slightly greater 
than the corresponding percentage increase in hydraulic head. 
V/hen a drain Is near or situated upon an impervious layer, the 
gain in drain outflov/ is less, than the corresponding increase 
in hydraulic hoad. 
In a practical drainage situation with a fivo inch 
drain located in a homogeneous soil four feet deep, 100 feot 
apart, and eight feet above an impervious layer, the drain 
discharge v/as calculated from the equipotential pattern obtained 
Independently by electrical analogy and numerical analysis. An 
increase in discharge of 12 and 15 percent, respectively, under 
a total gain in head of only 11 porcent v/as found in the fully 
saturated, steady-state drainage system. The results from tho 
electrical analogy may be slightly low because the two foot 
equipotential lino v/as fixed as a boundary condition. Its 
position vras determined by numerical approximation as being the 
location in the drainage region where differences in potential 
values due to dynamic changes within the drain became insig-
nificant. The fact remains, hov/ever, that these changes carry 
throughout the total medium until a true boundary is reached. 
Tho equipotential lino which was selected as a boundary 
v/as not circular in shape, but internediate equipotential lines 
nearer the drain v/ere approximately circular. Application of 
the radial flov/ equation gave a relative drain discharge value 
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of 1.06 vhen the drain v/as full. Hydraulic conductivity v/as 
considered unity. V/hen the SOMC drainage situation vPS checked 
by Kirkham's equations, a drain discharge value of 1.02 was 
obtained.^ Whllo differences, not absolute values, for drain 
discharge ware required, this comparison givos a high degree 
of reliability to the test procedure. 
Examination of Figure 28 (Chapter IV) shows that when 
the water level in the drain was lowered, the peripheral boundary 
condition of the drain v/as more compatible to the shape of 
equipotential lines a little removed from the drain. The per-
centage gain in drain discharge was greater than that of poten-
tial. In effect, then, the radial symmetry of t'-e flow system 
had been improved; not by shortening the flov/ linos entering 
the bottom of tho drain, but by increasing the total driving 
force along these longer flov/ linos. 
However, approximately 60 percent of the gain in 
hydraulic head duo to orptying the drxin in both the sloctrical 
and physical models witli a circular outer boundary v/as used 
just to maintain the original outflov/. This result held when 
the drain opening size v/as varied in tho ihysical rodol. By 
lov/ering the water level in the 'Tain, radial symmetry v/as 
impaired, ond tne gain in hydraulic head v/as not equalled by 
a corresponding g'xin in outxiowo 
k. Kirkham, Don. l?M-9. Flow of Ponded Water into Drain Tubes 
in Soil Overlying en Tmpervious Layer. Trans. American 
Geo. Union 30:375. 
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The efficiency of the gain in head due to lov/ering the 
water level in the drain, then, depends upon the degree of 
radial improvement or im.pairnont produced v/ithin tho drainage 
region. 
The numerical results of the tv/o drainage situations 
just described are singular in application. Any geometrical 
change in either case v/ill yield different results. The test 
data arc used, hov/ever, as a basis for estimating the effect 
of a nearly empty drain that is v/idely spaced upon the flov/ 
into that drain (a) irhen an impervious layer is not close to 
the drain, and (b) v/hen the drain is situated on this layer. 
As a general rule, v/hen the drain is apart from an 
Impervious layer, the gain in drain discharge due to omptying 
the drain can be safely regarded as equal to the percentage 
Increase in hydraulic head. For most cases, tho drain dis-
charge v/ill be slightly underestimated until the impervious 
layer is v/ithin an unspecified close proximi ty to tho drain. 
An extension of the results from the circular outer 
boundary case gives the percent drain diameter that becomes 
"effective" for increasing the drain discharge when the drain 
is allowed to ompty. This is shov/n in Figure k7» The empiri-
cal curves apply to drainage situations, hov/ever, which are 
more hypothetical than practical. Nevertheless, the curve for 
the serai-circular drainage region which includes the region to 
the side of and above the drain can be used for estimating the 
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chango in outflov/ v/hen a circular drain which is located on an 
impervious layer is nearly emptied. 
In a flov/ medium that is saturated to a horizontal 
surface, the total hydraulic head is the ̂ if "ormce between 
the surface and the tor of n full drain instead of a difference 
of radii ;\<J ̂ Ith tho radial flov/ case. The percent effective 
drain d'nrcter as given in Figure k7 will be sligbfy low if 
it is apxlied to tho i ore practical drainago situation. The 
relationship between tho vertical distance to an equipotential 
line from a full dr'Jin center â d the potential î creiiont be-
tween equipotontials is essentially exponential in tho practical 
case, however, and is rinilar to the circular drainage case 
until the equipotential lines near the surface. The dissimilarity 
near the surface results in a higher total potential for a 
system that is wholly exponential in comparison to a corresjending 
hydraulic head for an actual drainage situation. For example, 
if an exact exponential variation held in the practical drainage 
situation described above, the total head v/ould have been k.k 
Instead of 3.8 feet. However, the effect of this difference in 
using Figure k" is small because the curve for the semi-circular 
drainage region is steep. 
In all circular model tests, the only case having some 
identifiable practical significance was v/hen the hydraulic 
potential v/as equal to fee difference betv/een the radius to the 
outer boundary and the dry in radius. The effective gc/in in 
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potential due to emptying the drain v/as of course checked by 
all runs because tho geometry of the flow region v/as altered 
the samo way for each run. In effect, the rodels whether 
electrical or physical v/ere radial perneameters. In order to 
put the data from the circular model tests into a more useful 
form, each test v/as related to its "equivalent size". First, 
a new outer boundary v/as chosen so that the hydraulic head 
equalled the difference betv/een the drain radius and the 
radius to the new circular boundary, and secondly, the new 
boundary v/as then considered fixed and the original v/as allov/ed 
to relax in an exponential fashion v/hen the drain emptied. 
The results of the electrical model tests for the 
fixed circular drainage region are given by Curve A in Figure 
^6. The curve was extended beyond the range of experimentation 
because the change in hydraulic potential due to emptying the 
drain produced an equal discharge increment independent of tho 
magnitude of the applied head at the outer circular boundary. 
For the same discharge and hydraulic conductivity, 
the potential and position of the outer boundary can be related 
to an equivalent system by equating the radial flov/ expressions 
for both systems: 
ill2— - 1 (1*9) 
'n rm/
ro ln r/r° 
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Figure k6. Percentage increase of drain discharge and 
hydraulic herd \ pon erptyieg a fivo inch circular 
drain in a circular drainage region. 
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in which the suffix m refers to the model. An expression for 
a position in the flov/ medium at a height above the drain v/hich 
is equal to the hydraulic head, I • r - r0, is therefore 
r = im \
n r/r° + rQ , (50) 
\n rm/r0 
Once the new radius, r was determined, its corresponding 
hydraulic head v/as displaced vertically to form curve B except 
for the singular point, P wttere the hydraulic head was already 
equal to the difference in radii of the model drain and outer 
boundary. 
Relaxation of the original circular boundary so that 
its distance below the bottom of the drain v/as an exponential 
function of the change in potential resulted in Curve C v/hich 
shov/s the relationship betv/een hydraulic head and percentage 
increase in drain discharge Cor a fivo inch circular drain 
centered in the new circular drainage region. Tv/o facts lend 
support to the accuracy of this analysis. First, this curve 
appears to become asymptotic to the curve for the percent in-
crease of hydraulic head at high values of total hydraulic 
head v/here the geometrical changes occurring v/ithin the drain 
are evidently masked by the size of the drainage region. 
Secondly, it also has a singular peint P, in common v/ith the 
tv/o preceding curves v/hero the applied head is in agreement 
v/ith the physical size of the circular drainage region. 
lllH 
The final curve ^or drain discharge appears again in 
Figure k7, Here it is presented as the percent drain diaretcr 
v/hich becomes effective in increasing the total hydraulic head 
when a five' inch circular drain located in a circular drainage 
region is etptied. The percentage gain is based upon the total 
hydraulic head when the drain is Pull. Tl^s head 1 ultlplied 
by the percentage increase of drain discharge gives the effec-
tive drain diameter in feet. A similar curve is presented for 
another hypothetical drainage case where the drain rests or. a 
horizontal i; pervious layer and is surrounded by a semi-circular 
drainage region. 
In the Tatter case, tho position of the equipotential 
linos shifted v/hen the drain was orptLcd an average distance 
of one-half that for the full drainage region situation. This 
relationship held through the graphical solution in which equal 
increments of potential v/ere plotted against the distance to 
corresponding equipotential lines, and resulted in the curve for 
a semi-circular drainage region above the drain shown in 
Figure h-7. 
The results and accompanying analysis of the electrical 
analogue tests v/ith the circulrr model are given in so* e detail 
in Apjendix L. An example of tb« graphical solution for increase 
in drain discharge is presented in Appendix K for one of tho 
electrical model tests. 
V/hen the equivalent drainage region is smaller than the 

















Relationship betv/een hydraulic head and percent 
effective drain diameter due to emptying a five 
inch circular drain for tv/o hypothetical drainage 
situations. 
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Not only must its sequence be altered; but, since the gain in 
head due to lov/ering the i'eter level in the drain is being 
con-pored to the total hydraulic he?d of a full drrin, the 
effect of any change v/ithin the drain overshadows those in the 
surrounding drainage region when that region becoies srall. 
The srooth, continuous curves shown in Figure k7 > ust therefore 
reverse when zero potential is approach~d. T'-c failure of 
characterising this relationship when the total hydraulic head 
is low docs not hinder the us 'fulness of these curves because 
the discrepancy in applying them to actual systems r<ey be largo 
when a dr. in I s placed at a shallow depth. 
These curves have been developed for estir.ating the 
effective gain in potential when a five inch ^rain Js nearly 
emptied in tv/o hypothetical drainage situations. Their close-
ness to actual situations can be v : r' nubly assumed v/hen the 
drain < s v-! -tivoly deep. For other diain sizes, if tho 
limiting potential, r - r0 is to remain tv>e same, the model 
size must change in accordance to the ratio rm/r0 for simili-
tude . For circular drains v/hich are larger than 5 inches in 
dip) eter, point, P at s' own in Figure k6 v/ould shift to the 
loft. The effective ?,ctn in hydraulic head for a five inch 
drain as rhov/n in Figure k7 world therefore be too high for 
drain sizes over five inches in diameter and too low for 
lesser sizes. These differences v/ill become smaller as the 
drain depth is iacr-nsod. 
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If more precise information is needed, each case must 
be analyzed separately. This can be accomplished by obtaining 
the potential patterns for both the full and nearly empty drain 
situations through such moans as numerical approximation, and 
then comparing these patterns, if the equipotential lines near 
the drain are circular or nearly so, according to the logarith-
mic relationship betv/een the drain discharge and the ratio of 
radii as expressed by the radial flow equation, 
SURFACE OF SEEPAGE. For partially filled drains of e 
size that is commonly used in agricultural drainage, v/ater 
flov/ along the surface of seepage which exists between the air 
in the drain and the saturated soil nay be analyzed in the same 
manner as flov/ through the porous medium itself. 
No particular difference v/as noted between the results 
of similar physical and electrical models v/hen the drain v/as 
allov/ed to empty. In both cases, the outer boundaries wore 
circular and the same size. In both cases, approximately 60 
percent of the gain in head when tho drains v/ere nearly emptied 
v/as used just to maintain the drain discharge which v/as ob-
tained when the drain was full. The surface of seepage of the 
electrical model was analyzed and constructed strictly in 
conformity to Darcy's lav/, and under the idealizing condition 
that pressure at the surface of seepage v/as constant and equal 
to that of the atrospherp. T!y its very nature, hov/ever, the 
physical i odel gave a true representation of all interacting 
\ 
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forces that existed in this region of flov/. The difficulty 
of interpreting the -.--•suits of any physical rodol lies in our 
inability to catagorize each contributing force and in tho 
variability of the model itself. 
The driving force in the Darcy equation is the gradient 
of the position and pressure potentials. At a given location 
in a flov/ region, the net potential *s the height of a v/ater 
column in a tube originating at that point above a selected 
reference plane. If only these two forces are pertinent to 
flov/ along a surface of seepage, the pressure potential gradient 
becomes zero since the pressure ulong #>e surface is regarded 
as constant, end hence, the total hydraulic gradient is due only 
to gravity. Actually, a surface of ?ec\ age being an air-v/ator 
interface nusv, be subject to surface forces, and if tho "low 
along tills surfnee 1s rather unrestricted, a measurable velocity 
potential may also be prcsonv,, "oweyer, potential loss due to 
capillarity and velocity were not; of sufficient magnitude to 
invalidate the o.»*t"nslon of Darcy's lavr to a flov/ sitviation 
which included flow along a seepage plane around tho circum-
ferential openi ng of a "ivc inch drain, 
V/hen immiscible fluids or a fluid and a solid medium 
are in rutual contact, an amount of surface energy is expended. 
The r-oulting capillary forces nay modify an equilibriun condi-
tion where these forces are excludod such as with the idealized 
surface of seepage. The effect of capillary forces v/as obvious 
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when the v/ator level in the drain of the physical model v/as 
lowered, but it v/as not measurable as a potential loss in the 
relatively short flov/ path around the op.emng of a five inch 
circular drain. At no time, hov/ever, did water break away from 
the seepage zone v/hich formed around the drain periphery as 
shown in Figure kS. Hydraulic heads up to four feot conducted 
v/ater through the rodium textured sand surrounding the drain. 
The forces involved in noving irater tov/ard the drain were 
comparable to those likely to bo encountered in agricultural 
drainage, but since the texture of the sand medium v/as much 
coarser than that of most artifically drained soils, the 
delivery rate of v/ator to tho drain v/as comparatively high. 
V/hile the consequence of applying Darcy's lav/ to a 
seepage surface does not, in most cases, give rise to serious 
discrepancies, itc analytical e-tens-on to this flov/ region 
results in conclusions not borne out by phvsical fact. Tho 
surface of seepage is a continuation of flov/ paths emerging 
from a porous /.odium. Yet, according to rus-:at, this surface 
does not represent ctreamlinos but is simply a part of the 
boundary of the porous medium where the liquid ^caving the 
system enter:; a region "̂ rec o'" both liquid and porous medium.* 
What, then, is the logical outcoro of extending Darcy's 
lav/ to characterize a boundary condition win" ch is outside the 
5. luskat, M, 1937. The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids Through 
Porous "edla. Chap. 6, p. 290. LcGraw-Hill, Hew irork. 
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Figure 5+8, The surrounding flov/ p a t t -rn and surface of 
seepage of a necrly empty f ive -inch drain tal:on 
froii the ^hy r i c . l model s tudios , r i th c c i r cu l a r 
ou te r boundary. 
medium itself? Since the total potential is generally regarded 
as due to position, the vertical component of velocity along 
the seepage plane must be equal to the hydraulic conductivity,D 
Accordingly, 
This conclusion must be summarily rejected because the hydraulic 
conductivity is not even the true rate of flov/ in and emerging 
from the porous iredium, but is an apparent rate in which the 
space occupied by the particles is disregarded. Furthermore, 
the constancy of a vertical velocity component along a circum-
ferential surface of seepage v/ould require an impossible flov/ 
situation. The tangential velocity of flov; would be infinitely 
high at the top, v/ould decelerate to a rate equal to the con-
ductivity at the center, and then v/ould accelerate toward the 
nearly static v/ator surface at the bottom of the drain. 
Certainly, the velocity o" flov/ along a seepage plane, not 
restricted by a maze of solid particles, may be many times the 
flov/ rates attained v/ithin the medium proper, and may oven bo 
out of the range of applicability of Darcy's law. If it is, 
the potential along the surface of seepage is not îie just to 
position, but must have a measurable velocity component. 
6. van Schilfgaarde, Jan, Don Kirkham and R, K. Frovert. 1 9 % . 
Physical and I'athcnatical Theories of Tile and Ditch Drainage 
and Their Usefulness in Dosign. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. 
Dul. ^36: 682. 
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Flow along a surface of seepage, after a steady 
condition lias been reac!-ed, is both steady and non-uniform. 
Non-uniformity is caused by the efflux emerging at a constant 
rate at all points along the seepage surface. The tangential 
component of flov/ along this surface depends on tho retarding 
effects of the flov/ path in relation to the driving force 
along any increr ent of the flov/ path. One of the principle 
retarding forces is that due to surface tension. Tho principle 
of fluid flov/ continuity certainly does rot require that the 
flov/ ratos along a surface of seepage conform to the hydraulic 
conductivity rate as expressed by tho Darcy equation. 
Since a surface of seepage is an air-water interface, 
it is normally subject to atrospheric pressure. V/hen this is 
stated as a boundary condition, che inference is that no 
capdllary forces exist along the seepage piano. Without 
capillarity, hov/ever, no surface of seepage could occur on 
negative r.lopes, and those occurring on positive slopes v/ould 
bo modified. This unreal situation is used as the basis for 
describing v/ator flov/ p>atterns and in particular the so-called 
free surface v/hich terminate at the surface of seepage. The 
free surface is defined as a plane v/ithin a porous medium every 
point of which is subject to atmospheric pressure. Just as 
v/ith the surface of seepage, capillarity is disregarded, and 
so the free surface is also a limiting flov/ surface. Since 
the surface of seepage exists under atrospheric pressure and 
since the normal component of flow as the free surface intersects 
I 
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the surface of seepage must be equal to zero if a seepage 
surface is formed, this limiting flow surface must become tangen-
tial to the surface of seepage at the point of intersection.'' 
It can be further reasoned that all flov, lines must rnuke 
similar transitions into tho plane of a seepage zone because 
no outward component of flov/ can exist at any part of the 
surface of seepage if surface forces are disregarded. To 
dismiss these forces is, in effect, a tacit denial of the very 
existence of a surface of seepage. 
So long as any force away from the seepage surface 
does not exceed an opposing force duo to surface tension, 
outflow from a soil region v/ill follow along the seepage plane. 
V/ater v/ill break av/ay from the seepage plane whenever this 
restricting force is overcome, Tho flov/ patterns in the 
physical nodol tests intersected the drain nearly perpendicularly 
as shown in Figure kQ, 
The limiting streamline entering the drain at the top 
was deflected nearly ninety dogrces at its juncture v/ith the 
seepage plane. Restricted by surface forces, its least line of 
resistance v/as evidently around the drain periphery. Since 
the surface of v/ater v/hich is exposed is usually contained by 
drain ends, the amount of seepage surface per unit of peripheral 
distance is fairly constant until the v/ater level in the drain 
7. Nuskat, K. 1937. The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids Through 
Porous Media. Chap. 6, p, 290. l,cGrav/-I-:ill, Nov/ York. 
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is reached. This means thai the magnitude of the surface 
forces is also nearly const-art, and that, "hile the pressure 
in water flov/ing r,round th.c drain periphery is then uniform but 
greater than atrospheric, its gradient nevertheless is zero. 
Part of the turbulence occurring at the junction of the surface 
of seepage with tho larger water surface in the drain is un-
doubtedly caused by a pressure gradient at that location. 
In summary, the outward velocity of flow emerging from 
a porous medium at a surface of seepage is not sufficient to 
overco' e tlv' surface forces at the air-water rtcrfece. The 
off lure is define'ed along a continuous fluid path which is part 
of the flov/ boundary. Tho pressure within tho surface of 
seepage may be greater than atmospheric. With drains having 
circumferential openings, the pr^suire gradient is nearly zero 
. becaure the pressure resulting from the surface forces is nearly 
constant. Since the velocity of flo1r along the seepage zone 
is constrained by the same surface forces, the gravitrtional 
potential is the principal driving force to be considered in 
the analysis of a surface of seepage. Darcy's lav/ when applied 
to r surface of seepage gives tho total lotontial as equal to 
that due to gravity alone. It-v use in competing dr- in discharge 
is quite satisfactory at least for V' sizes of drains which 
•'ere tor tod in this study. 
THREE DlIIZUEJOrAL EFFECTS. The ^rain discharge from a 
three dimensional flov/ region which is brought about by the 
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finite openings and solid walls of a drain is influenced not 
only by the relative sizo of the d^ain opening but by the 
geometrical rain t > onslru bot'/een tho opening siZ" and tho 
internal geometry or conductivity of the flow nedium. 
Circumferential drain open hugs occupy only a small 
fraction of the total drain length, Exlstirg formulas which 
are used to describe flov/ patterns in a porous medium and tho 
resulting offlux into n drain are based upon two dimensional 
flov/ analyses one must be modified to recount for the restric-
tive effects of drain oienlngs. The restrict}veness of cir-
cumferential dr tin openings upon drain discharge v/as calculated 
by Kirkham for a 6 inch tile drain spaced from 1/61+ to 1/k 
inch apart in a given porous redium.° l-'ost references to this 
v/ork, however, have failed to qualify that while the relative 
inflow indices for different opening, sizes can be applied to 
any hydraulic conductivity, these values cannot be used to 
evaluate an absolute drain discharge unless their relationship 
to a specific conductivity is known.9 Schwab alludes to this 
phenomena whpn he states tho I the large proportion of hydraulic 
head which is dissipated near tho drain opening indicates that 
the conductivity of the soil near the opening will greatly 
8. Kirkham, Don. 1950. Fote^tial Flov/ into Circumferential 
Openings in Drain Tubes. Jour. Appl. Phys. 21: 655-660. 
9. Bcver, L. D. 1956. Soil Physics. Ed. 3. Chap. 9, 
p. 3H7. John Wiley C. Sons, Hew York. 
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effect the riow.10 nyhviu"Hc conductivity near the drain un-
doubtedly n\s a great influence on flov/ toward a drain opening 
as ''itnessed by the effectiveness of a gravel or^elope. 
The r suits from the physical i odc-i tests shov/ th< t 
the outflow through a given eircuiifrvpnt''1 o.en-ng !n a drain 
changed whan the flov/ medium v/as replaced with a different 
porous materia! but not in strict accordance \o their respec-
tive conductivities. The t---> laterlols, a medium and fine 
textured sard, gave a 60 and 35 percent bee* loss within ono 
inch of a 1/36 inch e'.rcui f-rertial drain opening under applied 
hydraulic heads ranging ^ron l.b- to 3.8 fo<;t. If the more 
permeable redium had exhibited the same potential pattern as 
that of the other material, the drain discharge would have 
been increased by 38 p>ercent. In off ct, a three-dii ensional 
flov/ systej, is no longer a homogeneous system even if tho 
^ranulor redium survniuing the drain is a homogeneous notorial. 
The net -lUtHow is reg.-latcd by a co',1>inr tion of the con-
ductivities of ^oth the medium and the drain itself. 
T>ic racial 1 attcrn (two-dimensional) T-CS not altered. 
The converging >ati<rn of the stream linrs (three-dimensional) 
was undoubtedly changed '.dun a diTferent medium v/as used. In 
a flov/ system shore flov/ from a porous medium is restricted 
through a -rain oi/on-'ng, the geometrical description must 
10. Schwab, G. 0. Fart 1, Chap. 3: Z -î noo-.-t-'g Aspects of 
Land Draincgc . Drainage of Agriculture 1, Lanrhj". Agronomy 
uonograph VII, T ge 30,3, A ericcn Soc, o^ Agron., 
liadison, Wisconsin. 
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include t̂ e conductivity of the flow medium. Once the 
geometry is cct~bl i rfued, the flov/ pattern and the potrm.iol 
loss due to the drain op'-ning are fixed. Entrance losses may 
io indexed according to the ratio of drain opening to solid 
wall area and to soi e standard hydraulic conductivity. This 
loss can then be subtracted from the total available head in 
determining the drain discharge. 
The constancy of the percentage Vad loss under all 
applied heads fua each reoi otrical situation indicetes that 
back pressure in the dra^n vill not change the flov/ patterns 
in the surrounding drainage region. All it does is to reduce 
the total available potential. As v/ith other hydraulic systems 
the strearlino pattern in confined flov/ for stead;, irrota-
tional motion is governed eitirrly by the geometry of the? 
system."* In the case of restricted flov/ from a uniform 
porous medium through openings m a drain, tho description of 
the geometry of the hyi tem must include the conductivity of 
the medium because the system is, in effect, layered. 
EPVECT OF FLO,/ DIRECTION. In a multi-dj recti onal flow 
model, the racking of the i odi,um especially if it consists of 
coarse textured, single grained ^articles nay be non-vuvJrormly 
altered due to tho corbiivtion of gravity and flow forces on 
thr i articles. 
11. Rouse, 'lunt̂ r, 1°53. Elemental^' rochnnics of Fluids. 
Chap, h, p. 82. John Wiley C. Sons, New York. 
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V/hen v/ator flov/ is downward, its force on an individual 
particle is in the sere direction as the gravitational force 
on the particle. Uhen water flov/ is directed upward, these 
forces nr<"1 opposing. If the resultant force is upward, a quick 
condition exists in the porous mass, 
T!,OLC principles are well-kno^n. They are included 
hero because they are generally not regarded in laboratory 
'-odels of drainage suctions. The net result in models v/ith 
a relatively coarse medium is th?t the equipotential linos in 
the drciuag" region below the outlet may be displaced upward 
in cor.parison to their posit,-'on in an assumed uniformly ttacked 
medium. Figures 13 to 16 (Chapter III) show how nonsyrr.otry 
"as introduced *nto the supposedly truly radial system v/hen 
flov/ v/as directed radially but in a vertical plane through a 
redium textured cz.nd. When th.c flov/ velocities through the 
porous medium were increased by higher potentials, the flov/ 
system became more efficient. This is in direct cor.trasl to 
hydraulic principles. In the <unge of validity of Darcy's lav/, 
the flov; velocity or flux ^ithin a porous r edia must vary 
linearly -'ith tho hydraulic head. As the flov/ velocity is 
increased, tho unity relationship may no longer exist and the 
Irydraulic head will vary v/ith the flux by soi o power greater 
than one. Darcy's lav/ is not cpplicable when this happens. In 
systems vh'ch arc unincumbered by porous material or relatively 
close boundaries, this variation is to the square of the flaw 
velocity. Since the efficiency of a flov system should not 
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improve when high flov; velocities are induced by increasing 
heads, the efficiency wh.-ch was gained in the physical model 
tests must be accounted for by a change in the internal 
geometry of tho flov; system. When the medium textured sand in 
the drainage model v/as replaced by a fine sand, the unity 
relationship between head c.nd discharge held throughout the 
range of applied hydraulic heads because the resulting flov/ 
velocities v/ere relatively low. 
This sane tendency upon pocking nay well occur in uni-
directional flov; i erreameters but unlike the radial flov/ cases 
may escape detection. Only "hnn a sample is strikingly dis-
rupted by upward flov/ will this condition become noticeable. 
The upward movement of v/ater below a drain tends to 
loosen the porous medium. Downward movement above the drain 
tends to consolidate the porous mass. Considerable material 
v/ill enter through the lower side of an unprotected drain 
opening from a radial drainage region. Once the top portion 
of a drain opening is bridged, the consolidating effect of 
v/ater flow through the medium v/ill help to stabilize the region 
above tho drain. On the other haul, the loosening action of 
the flov/ belov/ the drain will abet the washing of soil particles 
into tho drain. 
EFFECT OF PARTIALLY SEALED DRAir OPENINGS. V/hen v/ater 
flov/ through part of a circumferential drain opening is pre-
vented, the drain dischargo may be decreased by almost tho sane 
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amount that would have originally eo; e 'through that t ortion of 
the drain opening. Furt' er"ore? an obstructed circumferential 
drain opening c-z< L'"^ relatively high flov/ velpel.tics to occur 
within the flow medium near the ends o? l>e obstruction. 
When the upper one-fourth of the 1/lC inch circurforon-
tial drain opening 'n fee /hysic< 1 r o^cl test i as scaled, the 
drain discharge decreased by 21 percent, v;..,* ,iCcr< nse was 
nearly equ.'l to 'Jo mount of *at--r '.''at '-oul'i disch ^g^ into 
the drain if the seal » a.c. yc\-inv<'<\ Aorording to Kirk hat , if 
y drain is replaced ;, a sialler "'rain h.ving tl ret-fourths of 
the eireuriference of t' oriitnal <Lv. in, the ^'cr-^'co in dr: in 
lisch: rr. is vci'y si "11 Jr. comparison to the radiation of 
drain opening . r-'a.12 Cevt"'niy, then, a "ajor rhi.re of the 
reduced •''£<•"--r̂ i in th.e physics 1 rodel iv st . r< t U • Vorihuted 
to thr unsyM ctrj.cal flow siJavatlon '• hich wrs •T;tnllished wnen 
p~rt of the drain opening v/us blocked. 
Apart "rui tht d.-create jn dr.. in discharge, objectionable 
flov/ velocities occurred roar the ends of the seal. These 
velocities .̂'hich are indicated by the clospness of the oqi jpo-
tenti.'l lines shown in Figure 16 (Clap t<-r III) v ere vigher than 
those which occurred "ken that ,crtion of the drain v/as not 
blocl:cd. Un">er so c fi^d conSifc'ons, the top portion of a 
dram opening is rv.ppc" w'th a I Lie bet or :• t joco of tcr paper 
12. Kir' ! .i] , Don, I?1'-?. Flo-' of Po^'-d , f n W Into Drain Tubes 
in Soil Ovfrl;'ng an Ii pervious Layer. Trans. Aierican 
Geo. Un'on 30: 379. 
to prevent soil from entering the drain. Tho very existence 
of this seol , however, may rro^ucc flov/ velocities v/hich are 
more erosive than volocities near Lln unobstructed drain opening. 
The opitimum shaped drain is one that conforms to an 
equipotential p"1 ano as the flov; lines converge to a hypotheti-
cal line sink. An optimum shape of drain ̂ ould then change for 
every drainage situation having a different geometrical con-
figuration and requiring a different sized drain. In Figure 7 
(Chapter III), the best shape 's circular for si.k-ll sized 
drains. As a larger drain is required, this circular shape 
v/ould becore r.ore and r'orc vertically elongated into a modified 
ellipsoid. .Although an arched drain may then have hydraulic 
advantages under somo drainage situations, the circular shaped 
drain especially is it is small in coa <ar:.son to the drainage 
region is universally adaptable to the myriad of drainage 
conditions v/hich are encountered. In order to maintain its 
essentially good hydraulic characteristics, it is Important 
that openings into a drain preserve this shape. Circumferential 
openings accomplish just this purpose. 
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Symbols V/ith I'ocningc end Soi-e D i s u n i o n s in T e n s 
of Length, Tir.s, rnd F T S , 
o = nearly e-'pty drain 
f s nearly <\i' 1 drain 
* » distance between, drain centers 
cl - depth to drain center fror surfnee 
do = doi th of ";uor in drain 
h = depth f^or surface to an imi crvious layer 
k 5 peri e-vbPity; L2 
r s radius of a c-'rcu'h'tr rnn1 potentir.l line 
ro s radius nf circular CIT; pi or ccp'jpotent! "1 Tine 
v/he)i r 0< r 
rm • radius ef ,iodol boundary 
S a length of ere along drrin perilhery 
t = depth of i ponded surface ''nter 
w s length of dr'iin section 
Wo » width of (.ircrnforentinl '"rein opening 
9- a variable rngle at 4 oint sinlc 
oc - angle at center of fivo inch drain 
g a acceleration due to gravity; L/T2 
K r hydraulic conductivity; L/T 
K20 = hydraulic conductivity at 20° Centigrade 
Kr s relative hydraulic conductivity 
0 = Sjecific discharge or Clu-q L/T 
Q - drcin discharge; L->/T 
Qe = experimental dr.. in. dischargo 
Qr = relative drrin discharge 
a- z sjecific electrical conductivity 
G r „ri vitotionol lotential; L2/T2 
II = hydraulic herd; L 
do = hydr \\i ic he'd of drain "'-t^r; L 
1 = rlectrieal current density 
p - pressure -; -^tencity; F/LT2 
U s net e" cc trier 1 intent Lai 
Z = ̂ ocitie:. hoed; L p 
I ~ net hydraulic retentJ"! ->r hsi 1; L / T 2 or L 
f; = hydr u'Jc potential incrci ont between equipotential 
lines 
f m = net hydraulic potential ''or rndol 
p - "luifi density; 1 /IP 
/U= dynnnic viscosity; l'/LT 
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APPENDIX B 
Sieve Analysis of Granular Materials Usod in 


















































Sumiiary of P h y s i c a l Drainage Model Experiment 
Tost Run H II0 Qe d 0 I Kr Q 
in in in in in in 
ft ft lbs/mln ft ft Ibs/ntin 
a 
3 
(1/16 inch crack width. I.'odiun textured sand.) 
3 3.79 1.1** 1.08 
2.8*+ 1.13 0.680 
2.80 1.13 0.658 
h.86 1.15 1.68 
5 **.33 1.15 1.37 
6 2.78 1.13 0.608 
7 1/2 f 2.63 1.28 0.528 
8 2.63 1.28 0.525 
9 e 3.39 1.13 0.923 0,01 2.26 1.169 0.791 10 2.73 1.13 0.610 0.C1 1,60 1.15o 0.527 
1.13 1.25 0.01 2.96 l.W, 
12 **.90 1.14 1.73 0.02 3.76 1.336 1.52 
3.36 1.13 0.877 0.01 2.23 1.126 0.779 
1/2 f 3.39 1.27 O.869 0.15 2.12 1.121 0.77** 
15 2.70 1.27 0.55*+ 0.15 l.*+3 1.116 0.**96 
16 *+.12 1.28 1.20 0.16 2.8** 1.312 1.07 
*+.8** 1.28 1.57 0.16 3.56 1.108 l.**2 
3.*fo 1.27 0.860 0.15 2.13 1.10*+ 0.778 
19 e 3.37 1.13 0.862 0.01 2.2J+ 1.100 0.783 
20 f 3.**5 l.**l 0.852 0.29 2.0** 1.098 0.776 
21 2.66 1.1*1 0.50** 0.29 1.25 1.096 C.*+60 
22 *+.09 l.*+2 1.17 0.30 2.66 1.09** 1.07 
23 **.90 l.**2 1.57 0.30 3.**8 1.092 1.**** 
2k 3.39 l.**l C.825 0.29 1.98 1,090 0.757 
25 e 3.33 1.13 0.835 0.01 2.20 1,080 0.767 
26 3.39 1.13 0.790 0.01 2.26 1.000 0.790 
27 2.72 1.13 0.513 0.01 1.59 oTW? 0.518 
28 *u09 1.13 1.03 0.01 2.96 0.978 1.05 
29 **,90 1.1** :..**2 0.02 3.76 0.967 i.**7 
30 3.38 1.13 °.753 0.01 2.25 0.956 0.787 
3X3 1.28 0.7**1 0.16 2.15 o79*+7 ' 31 1/2 f 3.M3 1.28 0.7**1 0.16 2.15 079**3 0.786 32 2.68 1.28 0.¥*8 0.16 l.**l 0.929 0.**83 
33 3.98 1.28 0.971 0.16 2.69 0.Q15 1.06 
3^ k.8k 1.29 1.29 0.17 3.55 0.901 l.**3 
35 3.**3 1.28 O.682 0.16 2.15 0.887 O.768 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































l b s / m i r 







2 . 6 3 
2 . 6 9 
2.7** 






3 . 3 1 
3.38 
3 . 2 8 
2 . 6 0 
2 .66 




4 . 6 3 
4.5** 
3 . 2 3 
3 . 2 3 
3 . 3 0 
3 . 3 9 
3 . 2 9 
2 .52 
2 . 5 7 
2 .62 
2 . 4 6 
**.6l 
**,63 
4 . 7 0 
**.59 









































0 . 5 4 1 
0.53** 
0 . 5 2 7 
0.52*) 
0 . 5 3 0 
0 . 5 3 0 
0 , ^ 6 0 
0.35** 
0.3**9 
0 . 3 5 3 
0 . 9 2 3 
0 . 9 1 4 
0 . 9 0 3 
0 .532 




0 . 4 3 0 
0.42** 
0 .417 







0 . 6 6 3 
0.65** 
0 . 6 6 5 
0 . 4 1 1 
0 .398 









1 f t 
1 i n sea 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 5 
0 .23 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 5 
C.24 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 2 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 .02 
0 ,01 
C 1 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 0 1 
0 .02 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 .02 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 1 5 
0.2'+ 
0 . 0 1 
0 , 0 1 
0 , 1 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 . 0 1 
0 .02 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 2 4 
0 ,02 




l e d ) 
2 . 1 0 
2 . 0 9 
2 . 0 1 
1 .99 
2 . 0 8 







3 . 2 9 
2 . 0 9 
2.0Q 
2.0** 
2 . 0 2 




l . f e 
3.**0 
3 . 3 0 
3 . 2 7 
3.**0 
2 . 1 0 
2 . 1 0 
2 . 0 3 
2 . 0 3 


































































0 . 6 0 5 
0 .606 
0 .602 
0 . 6 0 1 
0 . 6 1 7 
0 .408 










0 . 6 0 1 
0 .614 
0 .383 







0 . 6 0 9 
0 
l*-**f 
Test Run F H0 Qe d0 i Kr Q 
in in in in in in 
ft ft lbs/mln ft ft lbs/mln 
(1/16 inch crack vidth. Fine textured sand) 
150 f 3.39 l.**3 0.0071 0.31 1.96 0.013 0.0071 
159 2.56 l.**3 O.OO38 0,31 1.13 0.013 0.0038 
160 *+.13 l.*+3 0.0095 0.31 2.70 0.013 0.0095 
161 4.95 l.**3 0.0123 0.31 3.52 0.013 0.0123 
162 3.39 l.**3 0.0071 0.31 1.96 0.018 0.0071 
i>+5 
APPENDIX D 
Initial Physical Drainago Model V/ith Five Inch Ceraric Tile, 
Figure **9. Plywood drainage irodol vitb five inch ceramic 
tile, ias diffusers and r.moretcrs, and a 15 
inch radius outer boundary. 




Tho appropriate potential function rovTittnn in 
slichfy different torus frorr that given by Kirkham is 
f = qFx + C (52) 
vherc C = J5. + t + d > 
Pg 
(53) 
m a OO 
Fi= i>" 
m = -oo 
tines 
cosh 77 (x - ma)/Zh - cos rr y/Zh 
.cosh u (x-md)/£h-tcos ny/Zh. 
(5**) 
cosh rr(x- ma)/Zh + cos rr(y -Zd)/Zh 
cosh 77 (x - ma)/Zh - cos n(y -Zd)/Zh. 
and q = -
(t + d -r) 
£ 
(55) 
*Kirkhari9 Don. 19'i9. Flow of Ponded ',/afcor into Drain Tubes 
in Soil Overlying an Ii pervious Layer. Trans. American 
Goo. Union 30:369-385. 
The F2 term is as follows: 
f~ = -<? In 
fan rr (Zd - r)/4h 
tan rrr/4h 
+ £ In 
m* i 
cosh rrma/Zh * cos nr/Zh 
cosh nrna/Zh - cos nr/Zh , 
ti,ios \cosh rrma - cos ir(Zd- r)/Zh 
[cosh -rrma + cosn(Zd-r)/Zh 
APPENDIX F 
Sample calculation of potential values for a practical 
drainage caso: t = 0, d = ** foot, h » 12 feot, a = 100 
feet, and r « 0.208 feet. 
As an example, the potential function, I for x • 0, 
y « -2, was solved as follows: 
(1) Evaluation of tonus. 
(a) F.. terra. For potentials near a drain, 
only the zero order term is significant. 
Hence, these potential values are for all 
practical purposos independent of the 
spacing if it is large. Therefore, when 
m is equal to zero, 
cosh tr(x - raa)/21i = 1.000. 
The other component terms are: 
cos fTy/2h a 0.9659, and 
cos n(y - 2d)/2h - -0.2589. 
Therefore, 
F1 - In 0.029*+ = -3.527. 
(b) F 2 term. Since the spacing is large, 
the summation term may be considered equal to 
zero because the cosh terras are on the order of 
millions while the cos terms are less than 1. 
l*+9 
Therefore, 
F 2 = -7.'+330. 
(c) q term. 
q = -(t f d - r)/F2 = 0.5101. 
(d) C term. 
C = p / ? - t + d = * + 
since atmospheric pressure was designated as a 
standard state equal to zero, 
(2) Evaluation of the potential function at 
x = 0, y - -2. 
I » qFx + C 
= 0.510K-3.527) t ** - 2.201. 
150 
APPENDIX G 
Determination of Relat ive Elect r ica l Resistances Around 





















































































































































































































Represented Water Depth, do in the Drain Model 
Posi t ion on Total PC r cos ex do 
dra in model arc Angle r f 
betv/een in in r cos ex. 
















































- 0 . 1 0 6 
-0 .372 
-0 .618 
- 0 . 8 7 3 
- 1 . 1 0 2 
- 1 . 3 1 8 
- 1 . 5 2 3 
- 1 . 7 0 0 
- 1 . 8 7 3 
- 2 . 0 2 7 
- 2 . 1 6 0 
-2 .272 
- 2 . 3 6 5 
- 2 . 4 3 0 

























0 . 6 1 
0 .45 
0 .32 
0 . 2 1 
0 .11 
0 .05 
































































Check of the E lec t r i ca l Resistances in Ohms 
in the Drain Model 
Position on 
drain model Resistance per coil 
between (1) (2) 
strips Calculated Measured , 
Accumulated resistances 
Total Total 























































































































































































E l e c t r i c a l Ilotvork for tho Alterna-
t ive E l e c t r i c a l Analoguo 
^ 12.6 V, 1.2 AMP 0.5 AMP AUTO' 




6.3 V, 1.2 AMP 
TRANSFORMER 
REFERENCE PLANE 
Figure 51. E l ec t r i ca l diagram and hydraulic head oquivolents 
for an a l t e r n a t i v e e l e c t r i c a l analogue. 

















Graphic.-'] Solution for Increase >n Drain Discharge 
Due to Erptying a 5 inch Circular Drain. 
NEARLY EMPTY DRAIN^ 






INCREMENTS", U IN 
9 10 
VOLTS 
Figure 53. Exponential r e la t ionsh ip hotvecn tho djCM .eter of 
ecu.! potent ia l IJncs viv" o vc.1 i o t o n t i a l incrorcnts 
fror, Figures 38 and 3" (Ch ip^ r v ) . Too cp. l ied 
voltage Ls o r u n v l o n t .';c a hy^rai;"1 ic hcj.d of 2 fee t 
for the ncorly oi pty drain s i t u a t i o n . 
U Dianoter 
Fu l l Empty 
3 1M 3.90 
4 4.30 \.77 
5 5.32 5.80 
6 6.60 7.08 
7 8.18 8.60 
Aver.' ge r / r 0 
Nrtural log 
DifTerence 



















^nrlysis of Electrical Analogue Te?ts with a Circular liooel 
L'odel: 15" rediun to outer '-our&ary ^cvivclent drainage region. 
end 5" drain. ]__ 
F̂ rce'-t 
Drain I Increase in Percent Effective Effective 
Test in //•)-£— Disch?rgc I = r-rQ Grin Potentjal Drain 
ft r Qr *---ount Fnrcent I in foot in Q in feet Diaretcr 
i F u l l o . l C.2819 e.355 0.584 c.29 
Empty 0 .1 0.2271 0.44-0 0,005 23.9 LOCO 36 ^.104 25 
2 Fu l l 0.15 0.2276 0.659 1.084 1.13 
Empty 0.15 0.2012 0.745 C.O86 13.1 1.500 13.3 0.150 36 
3 Fu l l 0.2 0.2151 0.930 1.584 2.14 
Empty 0.2 0.1972 1.013 0.083 9.0 2.000 11.3 0.242 58 
4 Fu l l 0.3 0.1923 1.560 2.584 4.47 
Empty 0.3 O.1823 1.645 0.085 5.4 3.000 8.1 0.362 G7 
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